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BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Background on the Yuppie Phenomenon 
Baby—boomers and Yuppies 
Yuppies, an acronym for Young Upwardly Mobile Urban 
Professionals, may be thought of conceptual 1y as originally 
constituting the top—earning baby-boomers who were born 
after World War II in the U.S.A., between 1946 and 1962. 
They constitute a substantial proportion of their cohort, 
and they are maturing into the most affluent generation the 
U.S.A. has ever seen. Only some of these baby-boomers can 
be meaningfully classified as Yuppies, of course, as this is 
a life—style and psychographi c phenomenon as wel1 as a 
demographic one. But whatever their number, the Yuppies 
have had and will continue to have s i g m f i c a n t implications 
for marketers. 
Yuppies in the U.S.A. 
Values and Lifestyle Profi1e 
Yuppies have potentially significant social and 
behavioral attributes. They are imaginative, daring， and 
entrepreneurial， which means that they are more ready to 
2 
experiment with new products and services. They want to 
make themselves feel good as often as possible ( "instant 
gratification) and thus, as a consuming group, very 
specific, often high—quality products will appeal to them. 
They are affluent but short on time. They resent 
time-wasti ng, and convenience is an important consideration 
when doing their shopping. There have been some profound 
changes in American family patterns which have great 
relevance for the Yuppie generation who are possible 
participants in these changes. These include living alone 
as soon as possible after adolescence, or cohabiting. For 
those who eventual 1y get married, they are not total 1y 
committed to traditional family values, as a lot of the 
baby-boomer wives work outside the home, and this ultimately 
means fewer children per couple. There is the inherent 
lemma of devoting their limited time to work or to their 
child广en. Yuppie parents tend to indulge their chiIdren 
(termed by one cable network "Yuppie Puppies" ) and this 
translates into heavy spending on both goods for the 
chiIdren, and various child care services. 
The Yuppie generation is "increasingly health conscious, 
hard-working, and hard-p1 aying. This could encourage the 
marketing of services, particularly those that allow buyers 
to enjoy such experiences as travel and home entertainment. 
The tastes of the Yuppie generation have significant 
implications for the nation's consumption: housing, 
furniture and other household appliances; food; clothing and 
assessories; travel; children's goods and services; and 
3 
financial services. These marketing implications will be 
expanded in the next Chapter (on literature review). 
The Yuppie Phenomenon 
in Hong Kong 
Due to "its rapid economic growth, especially in the 
past two decades, Hong Kong has become one of the wealthiest 
countries in the Asia Pacific Region (with per capita income 
second only to Japan). For example, the GDP per capita for 
Hong Kong has risen from HK$ 27,075 in 1980, to HK$ 73,382 
"in 1988, which represents an i ncrease of 170 percent, and 
this trend is expected to continue well into the 1990s. 
With the rise in disposable income, the maturing of the 
baby-boom generation has made a significant impact on the 
local consumption market. For example, there has been an 
increase in demand for c o n v e m ence products "like one-hour 
photo development 1 a b o r a t o n es, and 24-hour shopping. At 
the same time, numerous luxury goods like compact cMsc 
players， gourmet foods, expensive bra门dies and prestigious 
brands of al 1 types have flooded "into the territory. 
Large extended families, which were highly regarded, 
are gradual 1y disappearing. The number of households has 
increased from 857,000 in 1971 to 1.45 million in 1985. The 
average household size has dec 1 i ned from 4.5 people "in 1971 
to 3.9 in 1985. And improved education standards have led 
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t〇 more working wives. In 1985’ 43 percent of al 1 wives 
worked outside the home. The above does suggest a strong 
resemblance in personal values and lifestyles held by the 
local Yuppie generation in Hong Kong (if they do exist) and 
their counterparts in the U.S.A. 
On the other hand, one aspect of Hong Kong that makes 
"it appear unique i s i ts two-wor 1 ds "cosmopol i tan-ness" a 
society with a foot in both the East and the West. (Perhaps 
only Singapore is "like it in this regard) . The Confucian 
traditional values and cultural mores still impact on 
people's behavior and attitudes. For example, a significant 
proportion of the high-income single Yuppies in Hong Kong 
live with their parents until they get married. This may be 
due to the traditional values of filial obligations. 
Co-habitT ng amongst Hong Kong Yuppies exists but it is 
still not a socially acknowledged norm ("it i s not generally 
boasted about and brought to the attention of even those who 
d〇n,t particularly want to hear about it) and is certainly 
not as common 1y practised as i n the West. Moreover, the 
local Yuppie is highly status-conscious and attaches great 
values to relevant brand names perhaps even more than in the 
West. As a result, the attached status-symbol value of 
these branded iterns has probably exerted a much more 
significant influence here than other product attributes 
like convenience and quality on the purchase decisions of 
the Hong Kong Yuppi e generation. 
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Statement of the Problem 
In Hong Kong, little research has been done to look 
into the local Yuppie phenomenon. The existence， 
personality traits, consumption behaviour and demographic 
profile of the Hong Kong Yuppies remain mostly a mystery to 
the local marketers. Our research seeks to explore this 
area and it is hoped that it wi11 offer insights into the 
purchasing habits of Hong Kong Yuppies: their consumption of 
both products and services. The findings seem to us to be 
important, as the local Yuppie generation and their 
counterparts in the West are indeed trend-setters whose 
consumption patterns help influence the masses. 
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The objectives of our 1i terature survey are to enrich 
our understand! ng of the acadermc and busi ness "implications 
of the problem, and to try to ensure that no important 
variable will be left out during our further exploration. 
Yuppies or "baby-boomers" (or just "boomers")became an 
emerging social and business phenomenon during the ear 1y 
eighties in the United States. Thus, our focus of attention 
is business and social-science journals published si nee 
198〇. Through information sources such as ABI Inform, 
Business Periodical Index, Social Sciences Criteria index, 
Dissertation International Index and ERIC Index (Current 
Index i n Education and Resources in Education), our 
11terature review had covered a vast range of business and 
academic publications. A list of the reviewed journals was 
included in the appendix for bibliography reference. 
From 1980 to 1984, there is nothing appearing in the 
Sociological Abstracts, Psychological Abstract or the Social 
Science Criteria Index about the subject of Yuppies per se. 
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Most of the writings about Yuppies or baby-boomers appeared 
in business publications such as Fortune, Business Week, 
Newsweek, Advertising Age, and Asian Advertising and 
Marketing; there are onl y very few academ"! cal 1 y—〇广 i ented 
articles with solid analytical frameworks and research 
methodology. 
Moreover, there is only very limited reference on the 
Yuppie phenomenon in Hong Kong. One may argue that since 
Yuppies are just making their presence and influence felt in 
the marketplace (especially in Asia), more writings on this 
subject may appear in times to come. 
The articles which provided the most insight into this 
topic are the 1i terature review report, "Who are the 
，丫uppies，？ A Popular View" by Jerry SavelIs^, and the 
research report, "Profiling the Yuppies" by Burnett and 
Bush^, 
1 
Savells, Jerry. "Who are the Yuppies ？ A Popular View" 
of Comparative Sociolog-ical . XXVII ( 1 986)� ： 3-4 
2 
Burnett, John J.； Bush, Alan J. "Profiling the Yuppies" Journal of Advertising 
Research. April/May 1986. ~ 
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Yuppies ： Origin and Definition 
In the U m ted States, the baby-boomer generation is a 
by-product of the country's social and economic changes. 
According to Business Week^, "the Depression and World War 
II combined to keep birth very low during the 1930s and 
early ， 4 0 s ， . . . But the birth rate soared immediately after 
the war, peaked in 1 958, and remained at that plateau until 
1962••‘ Fortune estimated that i n 1989 there are currently 
76 millions baby boomers in United States'^ which represented 
over 31 percent of the total American population^. 
Their numbers are not the only reason that makes the 
baby-boomers influential. Due to the economic prosperity in 
the sixties and seventies in the United States, these 
baby-boomers are usually more educated and consequently 
better paid. Their affluent life—style and education have 
created their unique set of values and attitude towards life 
and work. 
3 
"Baby Boomers Push for Power.“ Business Week. 2 July 1984. 
4 
Rice, Faye. "Yuppies Spending Gets Serious" Fortune. 27 March 1989, pp.121-123. 
8 
"The World Almanac and Book of Facts" 1989. 
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According to Daniel Yankelovich, ••affluence helps to 
stimulate the search for self-fulfi1Iment... (but the search 
for self-fulf11Iment is not a yo-yo riding up and down the 
string of the economy : it 1s a powerful force that once 
unleashed works its way irreversibly into the society). 
As a result, these wel1-educated, high-income 
baby-boomers - the Yuppies, have become a unique market 
segment that has attracted both marketers and academics. 
According to Marisa Piesman and Martice Hartley, 
Yuppies is the acronym for young urban upward!y mobile 
professionals. This would include a person who meets the 
following criteria : "(1) resides in or near one of the 
major cities; (2) claims to be between the age of 25 and 45; 
(3) lives on aspi rations of glory, recognition， fame, social 
status, power, money or any and al1 combinations of the 
above...".^ 
Actual 1y, Yuppies run across most demographic lines. 
Except for the age structure, Yuppies can be found "in all 
ethnic groups ； both sexes ； "in various geographic regions ； i n 
6 
Yankelovich, Daniel. Mew Rules. New York: Random House. 
7 
Piesman, Marisa and Hartley, Mart ice. The Yuppies Handbook. New York: Pocket 
Books, 1984. 
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various religious; difference in sociability; and even 
nationalities (which will further be discussed in the 
section - Yuppies : An International Flavor). 工门 fact， 
various Yuppie sub-cultures are observed and numerous 
acronyms have been created for them, like Buppies (Black 
Urban Professions), Woppies (Wei1-off Older People), Pipples 
(People inheriting Parent Properties)® and even Yummy 
(Young， upwardly mobile mother)^. So, it is fair to say 
that the Yuppie phenomenon represents more a massive 
psychological and social dynamism than a static demographic 
stratification. 
Yuppies : their Inner World 
Yuppies are usually stereotyped as self-centered and 
self—absorbed• They are commonly described as greedy, 
ruthless, ambitious and fiercely striving for power and 
status. However, according to Burnett and Bush^^, Yuppies 
8 
"Ad Men Find a Niche for the In-between. .• South,China^Morning Post, 16 September 
1989, pp.8. 
9 
Elliot, S.J. •• 'Redbcx3k' Coins Slogan for Moms." Advertising Age. 23 May 1985, 
pp.51. 一 ‘ 
10 
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are merely more concerned with performance， achievement, and 
material success, and are hard-working. 
The research by Bel Maghera, on the other hand, 
described Yuppies as outer-di rected, being concerned with 
status, prosperity and getting ahead"* ^  . 
Though little psychological research has been done, 
such seemingly conflicting viewpoints are not difficult to 
reconcile. Yuppies are resu1t-oriented. They are typical 1y 
affluent, but short on time. They are eager to see their 
idea being put through and observe (and benefit from and 
glory in) the results. They are impatient with bureaucracy 
and redtape. So, Yuppies are very often job一hoppers， whole 
some of them ultimately become entrepreneurs. 
T〇 Yuppies， achievement means authority, and authority 
means recognition. As they are confident in their knowledge 
and opinion, they often seem to see themselves as the 
saviors of an organi zation (or even of society). So they 
are highly competitive in seeking to climb the corporate 
ladder， as success in that will give them more authority to 
confirm their ideas. 
11 
"On the Trail of the Yuppy... Marketing. 12 June, 1 986. 
11 
'’T〇 the Yuppies, money means choices, and a flexibility 
to improve their search for their success"^ So, they will 
not feel guilty in spending al1 their saving on a 
Mediterranean retreat, as they think it is a replenishment 
1 3 
of their human capital . Yuppies are proud of their human 
capital — youth, health and education. They are more 
will"irig to spend in order to enrich or maintain their 
physical and spiritual life. So, Yuppies are frequent 
visitors to health clubs, buyers of vegetarian foods, and in 
the audience for music and opera. 
••Work Hard, Play Hard" is the motto of most Yuppies. 
As most of the Yuppies achieved their present status with 
their "bare knuckles" (at least they believe so), they are 
committed to preserve their social status with continuing 
hard work and permanent1y tensed nerves. 
Yuppies are gemirrn . They are innovators and 
trend-setters to marketers, but are the conservafi ves to 
politicians. From the research of Adler, et. al . one 




..Assets That Dollars Can't Buy... Fortune. 13 April 1 987, pp. 22. 
12 
"The Year of the Yuppie. •‘ fJewsweek, 31 December 1984, pp. 14-24. 
13 
activists" in the decades of the 1960s and 1970s (former 
Hippies， Freedom Riders, etc). In brief, Yuppies have been 
politically active and are now realizing that the real 
‘•movers and shakers" of our social system are those who 
occupy the seats of wealth and power^ ^. 
Politically, Yuppies are die-hard capitalists. Their 
political role model seems to have been Ronald Reagan, and 
his Reaganomics. They are liberal on social issues 
--pro-envi ronment and pro-abortion 一一 but are more 
conservative about economic policies^ 
Yuppies : An International Flavour 
There is no reason to believe that the Yuppie 
phenomenon is u m q u e only to the United States, as the two 
major factors that bred the Yuppie generation 一 population 
growth and economic expansion, also exist in other countries 
(but perhaps with a few years time lag). In fact, Yuppies 
in Europe and Asia are drawing the inspiration from their 
U.S. counterparts, and adding i n their u m q u e country 
f1avors. 
15 
LaBier, Douglas. "Modern Madness: The Hidden Link between Work and Emotional 
Conflict." 1986. 
34 
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According to Weintz, in England the Yuppies (often 
referred to as the "Sloane Rangers") are inspired by the 
still-formidable British class structure and executive 
salaries that are among the lowest in Europe. Eve门 so, they 
w"ill buy anything that is new, gleaming and status-1 oaded, 
while the more traditional B n ton will prefer anything old 
and scrounged i n an antique shop)^ ^. 
Weintz considers the French Yuppies (in somewhat 
predictable French style) as preferring not to acknowledge 
the existence of the American-sty 1e Yuppies, and their 
values are different. The upmarket Bon Chic, Bon Gene 
(literally, "good chic, good people") crowd are defined more 
by style and breeding than by career, age group or even 
d-i sposabl e i ncome^ 
Italian Yuppies, to Weintz, are very much influenced by 
their American counterparts. They usually come from 
middle-class families， are extremely involved in their jobs 
and pay attention to their career. They are consistent in 
their style of consumption - a certain type of house, 
clothes and vacation. Currently, learning American English, 
1 7 
Weintz, Laurel. "Time's Yup for Europeans." Advertising Age, 
12 September 1985. 
34 
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and studying or v a c a t i o m n g i n the U.S. are very popular 
things for them to do"" 
Japan is special. Economically， Japan is 
wel1-qualifled to breed the most demanding Yuppies. 
However, at least in the last decade, her social structure 
virtually prohibited any career ambition and independence. 
As a result, the young Japanese acquired the hard-spending 
habits of the Western Yuppies but failed to exhibit their 
career consciousness. 
Yuppies in Hong Kong 
In Hong Kong, as a truly cosmopolitan city, the Yuppie 
phenomenon is complicated by her Oriental culture and 
Western exposure. In its cultural dimension, Hong Kong does 
not exhibit any distinct difference from its Asian 
counterparts like Taiwan and Singapore who are equally under 
the Oriental influences. However, its economic growth and 
wide-coverage education network had encouraged the growth of 





Robinson. Chris. "What Makes Hong Kong Different?" Asian Advertising & 
Marketing, June 1987. 
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Returnees 
The people who have lived aboard, whether for study or 
work， and returned to Hong Kong with different perceptions 
about their- goals and what they hope to achieve. 
Working Educated Women 
The local 1y educated (usually with a col lege degree) 
highly paid females. 
The chemistry of these segments combine to produce a 
highly diversified and volatile young consumer market. The 
returnees, due to their exposure to Western culture, "tend 
to be less acquisitive by local standards, less given to 
ostentation and tend to measure status in term of displays 
of individual ism, of concern for quality, and of 
p 1 
wor1dliness“ . 
The locally educated working females, on the other 
hand, are more aware of their right, s e 1 f - i m t i a t i v e and are 
less inclined to male-dominance. "Then广 focus is on 
long-term issues such as health, home or even car-ownership, 







Yuppies ： Lifestyle and Marketing Implications 
The Yuppie lifestyle is consistent with their 
capabilities and constraints. Yuppies are affluent, but 
short on time. So, they are more willing to buy time with 
money. As a result, the convenience industries wi 11 
certainly be the ones to benefit heavily from the Yuppie 
generati on. 
The success of MacDonald's and Domino's Pizza, the 
mushrooming of supermarkets and convenience stores, and even 
the growing sales of microwave ovens, al1 indicate the 
promising future of the convenience industries^^. 
"Megatrends" author John Naisbitt even predicts that the 
convenience industries will account for franchising's 
biggest gain in the next twenty years^"^. 
The demand for convenience has also stirred up other 
marketing innovations. In the financial industries, A T M ' S , 
and personal financial services have been appearing to cater 
for these time-conscious customers^^. There has also been a 
23 
"Presto! The Convenience Industry: Making Life a Little Simpler." Business 
Week, 27 April 1987, pp.74-79. 
24 
Naisbitt, John. "Megatrends" fJew York: Warner, 1982. 
25 
Alpe, Ron. "Hong Kong Banks Court Upwardly mobile Customers. •‘ Asian Advertising 
& Marketing. June 1987, pp.21-23. 
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surge in companies that will take over chores, manicure the 
lawn， fine-tune a car, or tend to kids or elders^®. 
Despite the fact that Yuppies are short on time， they 
never give up on quality. They insist on first-class 
quality even though it may not be affordable to them in the 
moment. On housing, Yuppies dream of a luxurious house, 
even though most of them are currently dwelling m a 
townhouse or a small apartment??. .•丫 uppmobi 1 es.. must be 
equipped with "taut suspension, quick steering, smart 
acceleration and high quality. The car must be tasteful and 
roomy， with an understated and clean look. 
Yuppies are health conscious. They will typically buy 
foods which are low in calories, time-saving, good tasting 
and expensive, and tend to avoid foods with additives and 
29 
preservatives . They are usually non-smokers and prefer 




Colvin, Geoffrey. ..What the Baby-Boomers Will Buy Next" Fortune. 13 October 
1984, pp.18-24. 
28 
"Detroit's New Goal: Putting Yuppies in the Driver's Seat" Business Week. 
3 September 1984, pp. 70. ‘ 
29 
••Natural Soda: From Health-Food Fad to Supermarket Staple" Business Week, 14 
January 1985, pp. 75. ‘ 
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target segment for products like Maxwell House gourmet 
coffee如）. 
Yuppies tend to indulge their children. The indulgence 
IS probably due to their guilt feeling of ignoring them, due 
to their concentration on work and their desire to create a 
.•superbaby"31. Hence, Yuppies spend a lot on infant 
necessities. Toy sales are projected to reach US$15 billion 
a year in the U.S. by the end of the decade. Childcare 
centres， now mushrooming in the U.S., are estimated to be an 
over—US$16 Billion business by 1990^^. 
Yuppies also have their special preferences for 
advertising media and distribution channels. Marketers 
found that Yuppies say that they are most receptive to 
word-of-mouth and informative print advertising, while TV 
commercials receive the lowest rating. Besides, Yuppies are 




..Maxwell House Serves up a Yuppie Brew" ^ s i n e ^ V e e K , 2 March 1 987, pp. 47. 
31 




"Portrait of Reaching a Select Group" A d v e r t i s i n g ^ , 9 May 1 985. 
香 港 中 文 大 學 圊 書 馆 敌 書 
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The above-mentioned Yuppie phenomenon is only the tip 
of the iceberg. It is estimated that there are another 12.7 
million youngsters in U.S. who aspire to be Yuppies, and 
most of the Yuppies have reached the age of bearing 
children • If the "yuppification" process can successful 1y 
turn the young imi tators and the Yuppies， children "into the 
next generation of Yuppies, Yuppies will certainly become an 
unprecedented force in any sociological, business and even 
poli 11cal context. 
Yuppies: Fadi ng Away? 
As mentioned above, the Yuppie phenomenon is a dynamic 
social and psychological process. As the years go by, the 
original Yuppies are aging and are confronted with the cruel 
reality of the social and business world. Will the Yuppie 
phenomenon fade away in the 90s? 
In our opinion, Yuppies are just undergoing an image 
change and are becoming more realistic. They resent being 
stereotyped and presented as money-spenders, and are now 
more willing to spend more on culture and charity. They 
34 
I b i d 
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have not changed their insistence on quality， but are just 
spend!ng more prudently and conscientiously^^. 
After years of struggle on the corporate ladder, most 
of them have predictably been dropped out of the process. 
Only a few of them can achieve their ambitions, but even 
more of them have acquired ulcers， high blood-pressure and 
hypertension. Some of them try to resolve the pressure 
through drug addiction" while others start to� 厂e—evaluate 
their relationship with their work and their family]?. j^e 
outcome of the evaluation is either to spend more time with 
the family and pay more attention to health, or to work even 
harder to further their career goals. 
No matter what the result of their decision is, the 
instincts of the Yuppies have not changed. They are still 
independent, trend 一 sett "i ng， high-spending, and demanding 
customers. 
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Cone 1 us ions 
The Yuppie phenomenon deserves more attention. Yuppies 
are not only a group of affluent consumers, but also 
represent a unique set of values and attitudes that is 
typical of the educated youngsters who have grown up i n the 
past decade. 
The Yuppie phenomenon is international, and its impact 
IS tremendous. Their drive for success, achievement and 
quality， though it may be too greedy and ambitious for many 
people, can truly drive our society to a new frontier 
whatever that frentier may look like, and whatever may be on 
the other side of i t. 
We bel -ieve that our research on Yuppies in the context 
of Hong Kong can produce insight and inspiration for both 




Following the literature review in Chapter II， we 
understand that there are certain psychological and 
behavioral traits that belong to the Yuppies and we believe 
that this Yuppie phenomenon also exists in Hong Kong. 
To test this belief, we decided to use control group 
comparison to test the psychological and behavioral 
differences that exist between the Yuppies and the general 
popu1 ati on. 
Hypotheses Development 
A major 1ty of the references relating to Yuppies have 
been based on "intuitive understand i ng and observation rather 
than on empirical evidence. Only Burnett and Bush in 1986 
had formulated six testable hypotheses on American Yuppies, 
on the following values : health-conscious, 
convenience-conscious, personal1ty traits, travel/mobi 1 i tv. 
personal values, and advertising. 
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Following a similar methodology, we also formulated a 
number"〇f statistical hypotheses for our research. T〇�
allow for cross cultural differences， some of our hypotheses 
basically replicate those of Burnett and Bush, while others 
were particularly modified to suit the local situation. The 
hypotheses developed could be classified into two categories 
:psychological traits and market consumption behavior. 
Psycholoq1cal Traits 
Status Conscious 
We believed that the local Yuppies were 
status-conscious. Their drives for achievement and material 
possession were geared towards maintaining their status 
amongst their peers and the ••ordinary people" . Therefore, 
we hypothesized that: 
HI : Yuppies will show a greater concern about status than 
the general population. 
Quality Conscious 
As mentioned in most of the referenced 1iterature, 
Yuppies are the most demanding customers on quality products 
and services. We therefore hypothesized that: 
H2 : Yuppies will show a greater concern about product 
quality and/or service level than the general 
p〇pu1 at1 on. 
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Mot i vat i on and D n ve 
Yuppies are very often referred to as being selfish and 
materialistic by the laymen. However, psychological 
research also describes Yuppies as being highly motivated, 
resu1ts-ori ented and showing a greater concern for 
performance， achievement and success. We hypothesized 
that : 
H3 : Yuppies will show a greater concern for achievements 
and materi al possessions than the general population. 
Innovative and Adventurous 
Yuppies are always regarded by marketers as the 
trend-setters. The verification of the above concept will 
definitely bring useful implications to the marketing 
people. The following hypothesis was proposed: 
H4 : Yuppies are more innovative and adventurous towards 
new products and ideas than the general population. 
Health-conscious 
One of the most common behavioral traits associated 
with Yuppies is their strong desire to maintain their 
personal heal th. Several "interesting articles have reported 
that Yuppies have their unique preference on food, drink and 
physical exercise for obvious health reasons. Consequent!y, 
the following hypothesis was developed� ：�
H5 : Yuppies will show a greater concern about personal 
health than the general population. 
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Ti me—c〇nscious 
Yuppies are typically short of time. So, we believed 
that Yuppies would tend to utilize products which can help 
them to save time. So, we proposed that: 
H6 : Yuppies will have a higher preference for convenience 
products and services than the general population. 
Concern for Children 
One of the interesting characteristics of the American 
Yuppies nowadays is that they tend to spend more time and 
money on their children than the previous generation. We 
believed that this phenomenon should be equally if not more 
prevailing in Hong Kong due to her culture. Consequently, 
the following hypothesis was tested: 
H7 : Yuppies wi11 show a greater concern for the well—being 
〇f their Chi Id广en than the general population. 
Media Selection 
The well-educated Yuppies tend to be more selective and 
demanding on medi a "information than the general population. 
This phenomenon poses additional difficulties to marketers 
and it "implies that more thought i s required to reach this 
affluent market segment. The following hypothesis was 
tested: 
HS : Yuppies are more selective to advertising media and 
messages than the general population. 
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Market/Consumption Behavior 
Our research would be more meaningful if it could be 
shown that the personality traits of Hong Kong Yuppies would 
in fact affect their marketing and consumption behavior. 
Due to the exploratory nature of our research, we did not 
intend to investigate the causal relationship between 
Yuppies, psychology and their consumption behavior. 
However， we believed that Hong Kong Yuppies, due to their 
status and quality-conscious psychology, would tend to 
acquire unique preferences for certain types of goods. 
Using concepts from industrial psychology, we defined 
consumption goods into two spectrums : social/non-social 
goods and durable/non-durable goods. 
Social goods are acquired for ostentatious reasons 
signifying the social status of the purchasers or product 
owners other than their inherent product utilities or 
functions. Non-social goods are acquired for their 
functions or utilities to the owners. Due to the product 
nature， non-social goods are mostly consumed privately or 
away from public attention, and can seldom satisfy the need 
of consumers for ostentation. 
Durable goods are bought and expected to last a long 
times and not worn out soon or in need of constant repai r. 
The opposite is true for nondurables. For comparative 
purposes between products having different cost bases and 
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product life spans, the one time purchase cost per unit time 
say month is adopted. 
Due to the status and quality consciousness of Yuppies， 
we believed that Yuppies will tend to spend more on social 
and durable items than non-social and non-durable goods. 
S〇，we proposed the following bi-directional hypothesis� ：�
H9 : Yuppies will show a different marketing and consumption 
pattern than the general population. 
Demographic Profi1e 
Our demographic definition of the target group was 
primarily based on our review of the available literature 
and a number of relevant assumptions. Although Yuppies are 
defined by their psychological traits as well as their 
demograph-ic character! st i cs, we have merely used the 
demographic criteria as a start for sampling purposes. This 
is because the demographic criteria are more definitive for 
sampling purposes, and that more information on the 
demographic profile of the local Yuppies is beneficial to 
marketers and future research. Based on the information 
that we collect from our respondents, our research will also 
suggest a more refined demographic prof1le of the Hong Kong 
Yupp ies. 
The hypotheses mentioned ear1ler were statistical1y 
tested by comparing the responses to the questionnaire 
between the two groups of sample - the target group 
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(Yuppies) and the control group (general population). The 
demographic profile for the Yuppie (target group) was 
defined in the ensuing sect 1 on. 
Target Group Definition 
According to our findings in the "literature review, the 
Yuppie phenomenon in the United States was mai门ly due to the 
following three major reasons: 
o baby-boom generation born during 1945 to 1960; 
〇 economic prosperi ty si nee 1 970; and 
o higher education and therefore higher disposable 
income of this generation. 
We therefore deduced that if similar environmental 
factors exist in Hong Kong, a similar Yuppie phenomenon 
should also exist. Looking at the statistics, Hong Kong did 
enjoy a rapid and stable economic growth si nee 1 968. For 
example, the G.D.P. per capita was increased from US$4,118 
•in 1 968 to US$9,218 in 1 973. We have seen some fluctuations 
in the G.D.P. growth rates from 1973 to 1985 due to the 
stock market crash in 1972 and the uncertainty in the 
Sino-Bntish negotiation over the future of Hong Kong. 
Nevertheless, the G.D.P. growth rates in 1986 and 87 were 
maintained at more than 10 percent making Hong Kong only 
second to Japan "in As i a"* . 
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We defined the Hong Kong Yuppies as those : 
一 aged between 25 to 45; 
- with average monthly income not less than HK$20,000; and 
- w i t h a degree or other professional qualifications. 
Our arguments for the abovesaid definitions are: 
Age 
We define Yuppies as those aged between 25 to 45. The 
year 1945 represented the start of the baby-boom generation 
in Hong Kong due to the massive influx of immigrants from 
Mainland China and the natural population growth. According 
to Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics, the 25 to 45 age 
segment represented more than 35 percent of the total Hong 
Kong population in 1988^. This percentage is also fairly 
close to the Yuppie population percentage in U.S.A. 
Personal Income 
According to Inland Revenue Department, from 1986 to 
1987， the number of taxpayers earning personal income of 
more than HK$20,000 per month was around 53,883^. This 
figure represented no more than a one percent of the total 
population of Hong Kong. The said income should allow one to 






We believed that university education or other 
professional qualifications has a reinforcing impact to the 
Yuppies phenomenon in Hong Kong. According to the Hong Kong 
Government Census in 1986, the number of people who have 
received university education was 104,335"^. These 
university graduates have the human capital for high earning 
power. 
Data Collection 
Data were collected through self-administered 
questionnaires. The questionnaire consists of three 
sections and there is no time-constraint for the respondents 
to complete the questionnaire. 
Samp1i ng Frame 
Fifty interviews were conducted in each group� ； the 
Yuppies target group and the control group. A convenience 
sample was used. Samples in the target group had to satisfy 
the age, income and education definitions of the Yuppies 
while the samples in the control group would be those who 
failed to meet one or more of the Yuppies' demographic 





The questionnaire consists of three independent 
sections to gather respondents' information on their 
personality traits, market behavior and demographic profile. 
(Appendixes 1 and 3) The structure of each section was 
described as follows: 
Psychological Trai ts 
The first section consisted of 24 statements on 
psychological traits and lifestyle. Respondents were 
requested to express their agreement to the statements in a 
6—point Likert scale (from Strongly Disagree to Strongly 
Agree). Some statements were positively related to the 
hypotheses while others were negatively related. After the 
data were collected， the scores for the negatively related 
statements were reversed. The scores for all questions 
relating to the same hypothesis were aggregated so that 
those who agreed most strongly with the psychological and 
life style variables received the highest score. The mean 
score of the questions relating to a hypothesis represented 
the respondents‘ attitude to a variable. 
Information for each hypothesis was obtained from 
different statements as follows: (Appendix 3.1) 
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Hypotheses Statement Numbers 
H1 : Status-Conscious 1， 14， 21 
H2 : Qua!ity-Conscious 2, 12, 15 
H3 : Motivation and Drive 7, 16， 22 
H4 : Innovative and Adventurous 3， 18, 23 
H5 : Health-Conscious 8, 13，24 
H6 ;�丁ime—Conscious 4， 9， 17 
H7 : Concern for Children 5, 10， 19 
H8 : Medi a Selection 6，11，20 
These consumer attitude statements were developed after 
a series of focus group interviews and pilot test. An 
initial sample group of 44 statements were submitted to 
Spearman Coefficient for internal consistency test. The 
results and interpretation of the consistency test were 
included i n Chapter IV. 
Market Behaviour 
This section consisted of 17 questions relating to the 
respondent's consumption on a number of product items. 
Respondents were required to identify their most favoured 
brandnames for each product category. A number of popular 
brandnames were supplied in the questions. However 
respondents could also specify other brandnames if their 
preferred ones were not amongst the list. Also, they could 
specify no special preference. The selected product items 
were classified according to their social (ostentious) 
values and durability as illustrated in Figure 1: 
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FIGURE 1 
PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION BY 
DURABILITY AND SOCIAL FUNCTIONS 
Durable 
X Automobiles 
X Hi-fi X Watches 
X Ties 
xMicrocomputers x Handbags 





X Hotels X Shoes 
(male/female) 
X Health Clubs 




Based on the selling price and the respective product 
image, we classified the products into three categories, 
namely : high, medium and low end. Since our suggested 
list of brand names could not possibly include every brand 
name available in the market, post-coding classification of 
the answers was to be done. 
Demographic Profile 
Part III of the questionnaire was designed to collect 
demographic information of the respondents. Information of 
the respondent's sex, age, education level, marital status, 
family structure, occupation, office location, personal 
income and accommodation were collected. 
Data Analysis 
As the consumer attitude statements were ranked on an 
interval scale (6—point Likert scale)， the attitude 
differences between the Yuppies and the general population 
(H1 to H8) were tested through a series of t-tests (with 
significant level of 0.05). 
Since the market behavior i terns were ranked on a 
nominal scale, their distribution were tested through 
Chi-square analysis. 
The demographic variables were analyzed through simple 
cross-tabulation. Also, cluster analysis was used to 
identify the significant demographic variables for a Yuppie. 
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Summary 
The entire process of our research can be summarized 
as foilows� ：�
FIGURE 2 
RESEARCH PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM 
Problem Definition 
r 















Col 1ection I 
Data Analysis and 
Interpretati o门 
� f ^ i 
Chi—square� 丁一test Cluster Analysis Cross Tabulation 
丨�
Marketing 
Imp 1icati on 
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CHAPTER IV 
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
Pi lot Test 
An initial questionnai re which consisted of a total of 
90 questions were designed under the following structure : 
Part I - 44 statements on psychological traits 
Part II - 37 questions on consumption behavior 
Part III - 9 questions on respondents, demograhi c 
character isti cs 
The initial questionnaire for pilot test was attached 
in Appendix 1. The se1f-admi ni stered questionnaires were 
distributed to a pi lot group of various demographic 
characteri sti cs. Their comments on all aspects of the 
questionnaire design were careful 1y reviewed，and utilized 
to improve the instrument. 
The detailed pilot test process and methodology is 
explained in Append!x 2. As a result of this test, only 24 
out of the total of 44 statements were retained in Part I. 
Each hypothesis contained three statements of equal 
weightings on the psychological trai ts. 
In Part II of the questionnaire, only 16 questions out 
of the total of 37 questions or products were retained. 
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Despite the brevity, we did ensure that the 16 questions 
retained did cover the 2 spectrums of products varying from 
social to non-social, durable to nondurable. 
In Part III of the questionnaire， more refined 
categories for the questions on personal income and 
employment by industrial sector were added. This 
additional information would facilitate our cluster 
analysis to be explained in the next section. 
The revised questionnaires in both English and Chinese， 
are attached in Appendix 3. 
Data Collection in Practice 
Sample Group 
Twenty hundred and fifty self-administered 
questionnaires in both languages were distributed to the 
Yuppie and the control groups whom were asked to return the 
questionnaires within a two week period. A total of 171 
questionnaires representing 71 Yuppies and 97 non-Yuppies 
were returned. Three of the returned questionnaires were 
discarded as the respondents failed to complete one or more 
mandatory demographic variables namely， age, income, and 
educati on. 
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Post一coding of Part I Answers 
As the Li kert six一point scale was used for statements 
in Part I， values from 1 to 6 were assigned to 
corresponding answers from "Disagree Strongly" to "Agree 
Strongly" as follows� ：�
0 — Missing answers 
1 一 Disagree Strong 1y 
2 - Disagree Somewhat 
3 - Disagree Slightly 
4 - Agree S1ight1y 
5 - Agree Somewhat 
6 - Agree Strongly 
The values assigned to negative statements including 
questions numbered 4， 7 , 11，and 23 were multiplied by. -1 . 
Missing answers were excluded from further analysis. 
Post一coding of Part II Answers 
The products or services included in each question of 
Part II were classified into low to medium to high end 
categories. The objective of which was to validate if there 
was any difference in consumption behavior as exhibited by 
the two groups of respondents. For post一coding purposes, 
the following scheme was used : 
4 0 
0 — For "No" answers, not applicable answers, and 
missing answers 
1 - For low range products or services 
2 一 For medium range products or services 
3 一 For high range products or services 
The detailed post一coding classifications used i n each 
questi on were as follows : 
Question 1 - Hi-Fi systems were classified according to 
market price and product image. 
1 - For local brand names like Goldstar 
2 一 For famous Japanese brand names "like Aiwa, JBL, 
Kenwood,and Marantz 
3 - For special names 1i ke Bang & Olufsen and 
Nakimichi 
Question 2 - Personal computers were classified according 
to market price and product image. 
1 一 For 1 oca] computers without brand names like those 
sold in Golden Plaza. 
2 - For low price branded computers but manufactured 
locally like Bondwel1, or in Korea like Samsung 
3 - For high price originals like Apple, Compag, AST, 
NCR and IBM 
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Question 3 - Cars were classified according to the market 
price and product image. 
1 - For low price Japanese cars like Daihatsu 
2 - For good Japanese cars like Honda, Mazda, Nissan 
(or Datsun) and Toyota 
3 一 For continental cars like Alfa Romeo, BMW, and 
Saab. 
Question 4 - Cigarettes were classified according to price 
and image. 
1 一 For Good Companion, Viceroy and other low price 
brand names 
2 - For Camel, Kent Marlboro, Salem, Si 1k Cut and 
other middle range brand names 
3 一 For high quality and good image brand names like 
Benson & Hedges, Cartier, YSL Menthol and Dunhi11 
Question 5 - Health Club memberships were classified 
according to the number of membership and the status of the 
health club. 
1 - For health clubs with minimal entrance 
requirements like South China Athletic 
Association, Whampoa Health Club, Clark Hatch, and 
other residential clubs 
2 - For health clubs which require a considerable 
amount for their entrance fees and/or sponsorship 
e.g. Nautilus， Tom Turks, and Phillip Wain's, 
Grand Club 
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3 - For holding more than one health club membership 
categorised in "2" or membership of Royal Hong 
Kong Jockey Club, American Club, and Dynasty Club 
Question 6 - Credit cards were classified according to the 
number of credit cards that the respondents are holding and 
the image of the card. 
1 - For one regular Visa card on 1y 
2 — For one regular American Express card ， or Diners 
card on 1y 
3 - For any gold card or more than one credit card 
Question 7 - Men‘s casual wear was categori sed according to 
the product price and image. 
1 - For low price local brand names like Bossini, 
G2000， U2, Superstar, Giordano, and Crocodile 
2 - For medium price brand names like Benetton, 
Esprit， Daniel Hechter’ Hugo Boss, and Montagut 
3 - For high price designer brand names like Issey 
Miyake， Polo/Ralph Lauren, Joyce, YSL, Faconnable, 
Lacoste, Giorgio Armani, Lai Chow Tailors 
Question 8 一 Men‘s shoes were classified according to the 
product price and i mage. 
1 一 For low price brand names like CI arks, Regal, Le 
Saunda and Hush Puppies 
2 - For medium brand names "like Rockport, Florsheim, 
and Allen Edmond 
3 一 For high price and quality brand names "like Bally, 
A. Testoni, Timberland, Aquascutum, Churches, and 
Celi ne 
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Question 9 - Men‘s shirts are classified according to the 
product price and image. 
1 一 For low price local brands "like Arrow， Crocodile, 
Van Heusen, Shi rt Master, Manhattan, Toota! 
2 - For medi urn price brand names like Dickson's Shop 
tailor-made, Daniel Hechter, Montagut, Michelle 
Rene 
3 - For high price and quality brand names "like 
Christian Dior, Giorgio Armani , Pierre Balmai n, 
Yves Saint Laurent, Van Laack, Polo Ralph Lauren, 
Lai Chow Tailors, Faconnable, Lacoste, Ermenegi1 do 
Zegna, Empor i o Armani 
Question 10 - Men's ties were classified according to 
product price and image. 
1 - For low price local brand names like Goldli on 
2 - For medi urn price brand names like Pierre Cardin， 
Charles Jourdan, Daniel Hechter, Jim Thompson 
3 - For high price and quality brand names like 
Dunhi11 , Gianni Versace, Giorgio Armani , Mi sson i, 
Nina Ricci， Dior, Givenchy Gentlemen, Trussardi, 
Durban, Hugo Boss, Faconnable, Empor i o Armani 
Question 11 一 Women‘s casual wear was classified according 
to product price and image. 
1 - For low price 1 oca 1 brand names like Theme, Topsy 
Can, Michel Rene and Suzuya 
2 一 For medi urn quality and price brand names like 
Benetton, and Esprit 
3 - For high price and designer brand names like 
Polo/Ralph Lauren and Matsuda 
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Question 12 一 Women shoes were classified according to 
product price and image. 
1 一 For low price local brand names like Hush Puppies, 
CI arks and Jack and Jones 
2 一 For medium price and quality brand names like Le 
Saunda, Millie's 
3 — For high price and quality brands like Bally, 
Bruno Magii, Celine， Bal1y, Ferragamo and Charles 
Jou rdan 
Question 13 - Women‘s handbags were classified according to 
product image and price. 
1 - Low price brand names like Why 
2 - Medium price brand names like Bonia, Francois 
Marot, and Millie's 
3 — High price and quality brand names like Bruno 
Magli’ Chanel, Louis Vuitton, Mandarina Duck, 
Hermes, Nina Ricci, Loewe, Christian Dior, Fendi , 
Louis Feraud, YSL, Ralph Lauren, and Longchamp 
Question 14 - Women‘s skin-care products were classified 
according to product i mage and price. 
1 - Low price brand names like Maybeli ne, Max Factor, 
Habor, and Pol a 
2 - Medium price brand names like CIinique, Lancome, 
The Body Shop, Shiseido, Orlane, Elizabeth Arden, 
Borghese, Juvena-Vitamo 1 , CIari ns, Forever, Coty , 
and Or 1ane 
3 一 High price and quality brand names like Chanel, 
Erno Laszlo, Estee Lauder, La Prairie ， Shu Uemura 
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Question 15 一 Watches were classified according to product 
image and price. 
1 一 Low price brand names 1 ike Alba, Citizen, Seiko, 
Titus, Bulova, Casio, and Rado 
2 - Medium price brand names like Guy Laroche, 
Longines, Ebel, Swatch, Charles Jourdan 
3 - High price and quality brand names like Chopard, 
Piaget, Rolex, Cartier, Gucci, Baume & Mercier， 
Breitling, Mavado, Ebel, YSL, Van Cleef & Arpels， 
Omega, Heuer and Hermes 
Question 16 - Airline choice was classified according to 
the six reasons given. 
0 - No special reason 
1 - Travel agent,s decision 
2 一 Convenient flight schedules 
3 一 Punctuality of departure and arrival 
4 - Competitive air fares 
5 - Good passenger services 
6 - Good airline reputation 
7 - Any other reasons 
Question 17 — Hotels were classified according to the rates 
and image of their service. 
1 - Mote 1s and youth hostels 
2 - Tourist class hotels 
3 一 First class and other de luxe hotels 
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Descriptive Statistics 
The mean, standard deviation, minimum value， maximum 
value and the total number of observations for the 24 
statements as well as the eight hypotheses in Part I were 
compiled for the respective Yuppie and the control sample 
groups. (Appendix 4) This was done i n order to understand 
the central tendency, dispersion and skewness of the data. 
Frequency Statistics 
Frequency statistics from the answers in Part I were 
generated in order to understand the respective frequency 
distribution of the respondents‘ opinion from "Disagree 
Strongly" to "Agree Strongly". 
This exercise was also repeated for answers to Part 
II. Frequency statistics were also compiled in order to 
understand the consumption of the Yuppie and the control 
groups on the low, medium and high end products or 
se厂V ices. 
Hypothesis Testi ng of Psychological Traits 
By Two-samp 1e T-test 
To test the hypotheses in Part I that, psychological 
traits for the two groups, namely Yuppies and the control 
groups, are different, the two-sample T-test is 
calculated. The detailed methodology was explained in 
Appendix 5. 
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The null hypotheses of the eight hypotheses were 
recapitulated as follows : 
1 
H : There is no difference in status 
0 
consciousness between the Yuppie and the 
control group 
2 
H : There is no difference in quality 
0 
consciousness between the Yuppie and the 
control g roup 
3 
H : There is no difference in motivation and 
0 
drive between the Yuppie and the control 
group 
4 
H : There is no difference in adventurous 
0 . 
attitude between the Yuppie and the control 
group 
5 
H : There is no difference in health 
0 
consciousness between the Yuppie and the 
control group 
6 
H : There is no difference in time consciousness 
0 
between the Yuppie and the control group 
H : There is no difference in concern for 
0 
children between the Yuppie and the control 
group 
8 
H : There is no difference in media selection 
0 
between the Yuppie and the control group 
The detailed independent sample t-test results for the 
abovesaid hypotheses were detailed i n Appendix 6 and 
summarized in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 
COMPARISONS ON PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAITS : 
YUPPIES VIS-A-VIS THE CONTROL GROUP 
Psychological T value Probabi1ity「11 Outcome of 
Traits Compar ison 
木H1: Status 1.91 0.029 Different 
Consciousness 
*H2: Quality -3.32 0.0005 Different 
Consc iousness 
木H3: Drive & 2 .66 0.0045 Different 
Moti vat ion 
H4: Adventure 一 0 . 3 3 0.3705 Not Different 
H5: Health -1.48 0.07 Not Different 
Consc iousness 
木H6: Time 1.79 0.0375 Different 
Consciousness 
H7: Concern 0.39 0.345 Not Different 
for Chi 1dren 
*H8: Media -0.56 0.06 Different 
Selecti on 
In this section, we have shown that Yuppi es are more 
status conscious, more time conscious and have stronger 
motivation and drive than the control group. On the other 
hand， Yuppies are "less quality conscious and 1 ess media 
selective than the control group. 
Analysis of Yuppies， Consumption Behavior 
By One-sample CHI-SQUARE 
A one-sample Chi-square was used to test if the buying 
behavior of Yuppi es as exhibited in Part II of the 
questionnaire was statistically significantly (rather than 
randomly distributed). Hence the one-sample chi-square 
[1] S i g n i f i c a n c e level a t 0 . 0 5 
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which tabulates a variable into categories and computes a 
Chi—square statistic based on the differences between the 
observed and expected frequencies was used. By default, 
equal frequencies are expected in each category. 
To calculate the one sample chi—square statistics, the 
data were first classified into mutually exclusive 
categories of interest 一 low, medium and high end 
consumption patterns, and the expected frequencies for 
these categories were computed. This was explained in 
post-coding of Part II above. Expected frequencies are the 
frequencies that will be expected if the null hypothesis is 
true. This means that the buying behavior of Yuppies is 
evenly distributed into the three distinct categories. 
The methodology for Chi-square statistics computation 
was explained in Append i x 7 
The null hypothesis of the 17 hypotheses for the Yuppie 
group on their consumption of products and services in Part 
II was outlined as follows : 
n 
H : The probability of Yuppie consumption on low, 
0 
medium and high end categories of the selected 
product is the same. 
where n represents the selected product. 
The results of the one—sample Chi-square on Yuppie 
consumption of the 17 products and services were detailed 
in Appendix 8 and also summarized in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 
CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOR OF YUPPIES 
Products/ Chi-sg Probabi1itv Consumption on High/ 
Services [21 Medium/Low Categories 
木Hi—fi Systems 46.941 0.000 Different 
木Microcomputers 12.069 0.002 Different 
氺Automobiles 10.585 0.005 Different 
Cigarettes 5.286 0.071 -
Health Clubs 1.3 0.522 Not different 
木Credit Cards 54.2 0.000 Different 
木Casual Wear(M) 7.913 0.019 Different 
Shoes(M) 2.0 0.368 Not different 
Shi rts(M) 5.714 0.057 Not different 
木丁ies(M) 13.0 0.002 Different 
Casual Wear(F) 2.0 0.368 -
Shoes(F) 8.0 0.018 -
Handbags(F) 8.857 0.012 -
Skin-care(F) 6.5 0.039 -
木Watches 6.465 0.039 Different 
*Ai rline 43.794 0.000 Different 
木Hotels 23.053 0.000 Different 
Due to small sample size for hypotheses numbered 4 
(cigarettes), 11 (ladies' casual wear), 12 (ladies' shoes), 
13 (ladies' handbags), and 14 (ladies' ski门一care products), 
the chi-square statistics were questionable here. 
Using this one-sample Chi-square, we conclude that ： 
For Hi-fi systems, Yuppies tend to buy medium range 
products "like those famous Japanese brandnames. 
For mi crocomputers, Yuppies tend to buy low range 
products like those local computers without brandnames. 
For automobiles， Yuppies tend to buy those medium range 
Japanese cars. 
[1] S i g n i f i c a n c e level a t 0 . 0 5 
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For credit cards, Yuppies tend to have either a gold 
card or more than one credit card. For men's casual wear, 
Yuppies tend to buy more high price designer brand names. 
For men's ties, Yuppies tend to buy those high price and 
quality brand names. For watches, Yuppies tend to buy high 
price and quality brand names. For choice of ai r1i nes for 
personal travel, Yuppies tend to choose an airline based on 
its convenient schedule or competitive air fares. For 
choice of hotels for personal travel, Yuppies tend to 
choose tourist class or first class hotels. 
Cross Tabulation and Chi-sguare Statistic on 
Consumption Behavior of Yuppies 
Vs the Control Group 
The cross tabulation and chi-square statistic can be 
used to test a hypothesis that the proportion of Yuppie 
vis-a-vis the control groups selecting the low, medium, and 
high range i terns is the same. 
The 17 hypotheses on the products and services in Part 
II of our questionnaire were set out as follows : 
n 
HQ : The proportion of people selecting the low, 
medium and high range of the selected 
product/service is the same for the Yuppie 
vis—a—vis the control group. 
where n represents the selected product or 
service. 
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The analysis was detailed in Appendix 9. The results 
were summarized in Table 3 for comparison : 
TABLE 3 
COMPARISONS OF CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOR: 
YUPPIES VS THE GENERAL POPULATION 
Product/ C h i - S Q Probabi1itv Consumption 
Services [3 ] [4] 
Hi-fi 4.311 0.1158 Not different 
Microcomputers 3.105 0.2117 Not different 
Automobiles 3.381 0.1845 Not different 
Cigarettes 2.363 0.3069 Not different 
木Health Clubs 13.596 0.0011 Different 
本Credit Cards 12.535 0.0019 Different 
Casual Wear(M) 3.761 0.1525 Not different 
Shoes(M) 0.121 0.9412 Not different 
Shi rts(M) 0.105 0.9491 Not different 
Ties(M) 2.946 0.2293 Not different 
Casual wear(F) 2.057 0.3575 -
Shoes(F) 7.212 0.0272 -
Handbags(F) 1.815 0.4035 -
Skincare(F) 6.672 0 . 0 3 5 6 -
Watches 3.396 0.1830 Not different 
Ai rline 4.355 0.6287 Not different 
木Hotel 14.109 0.0149 Different 
[3] Significance level at 0.05 
[4] Chi-square statistics on ladies， shoes, ladies' 
casual wear, "ladies， handbags and ski n-care are 
questi onnable due to small sample size. 
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From the above analysis, it is found that the 
proportion of people selecting the low, medium and high 
range categories for the following products or services for 
the Yuppie vis-a-vis the control group are different : 
For health club membership， the control group tend to 
hold heath clubs with minimal entrance requi rements like 
South China Athletic Association and Clark hatch. On the 
other hand, Yuppies tend to hold more than one health club 
membership or they hold membership of very prestigious 
clubs such as the Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club. 
For credit cards, the control group tend to hold 
oneregular (non-gold) credit card. On the other hand, 
Yuppies tend to hold either a gold card or have more than 
one credit card. 
For hotels, it is found that the control group have a 
higher tendency to choose tourist class hotels ； whereas 
Yuppies tend to choose tourist class or first class and 
other de luxe class hotels. 
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Demographic Characteristics of 丫 u D D i e s 
Frequency statistics on our sampled Yuppies were 
compiled to understand the demographic characteristics of 
the Yuppies in Hong Kong (Appendix 1 0 ) : 
Sex 
Of the total 71 Yuppies sampled in our study, 23 
percent are female whereas 77 percent were male. In other 
words， a much higher proportion of total respondents who 
fitted into our definition of Yuppies are male. 
Age 
Forty-seven percent or the majority of the Yuppies are 
between the age bracket from 31-35, 29 percent between 
26-30 and 21 percent between 36 to 40. 
Education 
Forty-four percent of Yuppies are university graduates 
and 42 percent are holding post graduate qualifications. 
Marital Status 
Thirty-nine percent of Yuppies are unmarried, 25 
percent are married without children, 31 percent are 
married with children. For those with children， most of 
them only have one or two kids. Four percent are divorced 
or separated, perhaps slightly lower than in the West. In 
other words, this is indeed a lucrative market segment as 
Yuppies are either single or even if they are married, the 
number of dependents are very smal1. 
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Fami1y pattern 
Seventeen percent of Yuppies live alone despite 39 
percent of Yuppies mentioned above have never got married. 
55 percent of Yuppies live with their spouse and children. 
This percentage figure is in alignment with the abovesai d 
figure of 25 percent plus 31 percent of Yuppies who were 
married with or without children. 24 percent of Yuppies 
lived with their elder relatives. A higher proportion of 
Yuppies in Hong Kong than their Western counterparts still 
live with their parents probably due to the high cost of 
accommodation and more important!y the Chinese filial 
responsibilities. The percentage of Yuppies who are 
cohabiting and yet unmarried is negligible. 
Employment 
Twenty-seven percent are engaged in transport and 
communication, 24 percent in banking and finance, 16 
percent in professional services, and 11 percent in 
who!esal G and re"tai 1 busi nesses . 
Office Location 
Fifty-one percent of Yuppies are working i n Central, 15 
percent in Wanchai and the rest rather dispersed in various 
parts of Hong Kong. 
Income 
丁hirty—seven percent of Yuppies have their personal 
income over HK$ 35,000; 25 percent between HK$ 20,001 to 
HK$ 25,000; 23 percent between HK$ 25,001 to HK$ 30,000; 
and 16 percent between HK$ 30,001 to HK$ 35,000. 
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Accommodati on 
Fifty-two percent of Yuppies live in self-owned private 
housing, and 35 percent in rented private housing. Despite 
their high income， seven percent of Yuppies live in rental 
public housing probably due to past family circumstances. 
Cluster Analys i s 
It will be recalled in Chapter III that for the 
purposes of this study our definition for Hong Kong Yuppies 
was : 
1• those aged between 25 to 45 ； 
2. with a personal monthly income not less than HK$ 
20,000 ； 
3. with a degree or other professional qualifications 
In the following analysis, a two-step cluster analysis 
was used to validate and refine our abovesai d demographic 
definition. The detailed methodology was explained in 
Appendix 11. The major findings were summarized hereunder: 
Primary Cluster Analysis 
The two sample t-test in Part I indicated that Yuppies 
and the control group differed 1n their attitude towards 
status consciousness， moti vati on and drive, and ti me 
consciousness. The respondents‘ answers to Questi on 1 , 4， 
7， 13， 14， 16， 21, 22, and 24 on these related hypotheses 
were submitted for calculation of Square Eucli dean Distance 
(SED). Two clusters were formed on the basis that the total 
SED within cluster was the mi nimum and SED between clusters 
was the maximum. 
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Only 164 questionnaires were included in the Cluster 
Analysis as four questionnaires consisted of missing 
answers in one or more of the attitude statements. 
QUICK CLUSTER procedure in SPSS/PC+ was used and two 
initial clusters were identified in Tables 4 and 5 : 
TABLE 4 
PRIMARY CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
Initial Cluster Centers 
Cluster Mean1 Mean3 Mean6 
1 4.8750 4.2639 4.5463 
2 4.22138 3.6232 3.0978 
Pi stance Between Cluster Centers 
1.7163 
Cluster Member 
Cluster 1 72 
Cluster 2 92 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
Variables Cluster MS DF Error MS DF F Prob 
MEAN1 1 7.6597 1 0 . 5 0 7 6 T i ^ 34.7927 .000 
MEAN3 16.5801 1 0.5366 162 30.9005 .000 
MEAN6 84.7414 1 0.4895 162 173.1192 .000 
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Secondary Cluster Analysis 
Using the initial cluster center defined from step 1， we rerun 
the QUICK CLUSTER procedure. The provision of the initial 
cluster centers can enhance the results of the analysis and 
more separated clusters can be identified. The results of the 
secondary cluster was summarized as follows: 
TABLE 5 
SECONDARY CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
Initial cluster centers 
Cluster Mean1 Mean3 Mean6 
1 4.8856 4.2338 4.6219 
2 4.2405 3.6770 3.1203 
Pi stance between cluster centers 1.7266 
Cluster member 
Cluster 1 67 
Cluster 2 97 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
Variables Cluster MS DF Error MS DF F Prob 
MEAN1 16.4874 1 ~~.5148 ?62 32.0264 .000 
MEAN3 12.2882 1 .5631 162 21.8240 .000 
MEAN6 89.3553 1 .4610 162 193.8223 .000 
The results indicated that the second cluster analysis 
produced two more separated (as indicated by the longer 
cluster distance from 1.7163 TO 1.7266) and more coherent 
clusters (as indicated by the lower intra-c1uster variance). 
Actually， the identified clusters could be better defined if 
we repeated the clustering process and used the cluster 
centers from the previous analysis as the initial center. For 
simplicity， we confined our analysis to two steps only. 
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Demographic prof i If^  
The demographic profile of the members belonging to 
cluster 1 ( which was supposed to the Yuppies group as 
indicated by their higher mean scores on the three 
hypotheses) were submitted to frequency statistics and 
non-parametric chi-square test for analysis. The results 
of the test were summarized in the following tables : 
TABLE 6 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND NON-PARAMETRIC CHI-SQUARE TEST. 
AGE OF CLUSTER 1 (YUPPIES) • 
Aae Frequency 
20 TO 25 1 1 
26 TO 30 22 
31 TO 36 24 
36 TO 40 7 
41 TO 45 1 
Above 45 2 
Nu11 Hypothesis: 
There is no difference in distribution of Cluster 1 
(Yuppies) amongst the age brackets 20-25, 26-30, 31-35， 
36-40, 41-45 and above. ‘ ， 
Chi-square Probabi1itv Age Distribution 
62.030 0.000 Different 
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TABLE 7 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND NON-PARAMETRIC CHI-SQUARE TEST : 
INCOME OF CLUSTER 1 (YUPPIES) 
Income HK$ Frequency 
Below 5,000 2 
5 , 0 0 1 - 1 0 , 0 0 0 12 





Above -35,000 16 
Nul1 Hypothesis : 
There is no difference in frequency distribution of Cluster 
1 (Yuppies) amongst the various income brackets below 
$ 5 , 0 0 0 ， 5 , 0 0 1 - 1 0 , 0 0 0 , 1 0 , 0 0 1 - 1 5 , 0 0 0 , 1 5 , 0 0 1 - 2 0 , 0 0 0 , 
20,001-25,000, 25,001-30,000, 30,001-35,000, and above 
35,000. 
Chi-sauare Probabi1itv Income 
Pistr i bution 
17.418 0.015 Different 
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TABLE 8 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND NON-PARAMETRIC CHI-SQUARE TEST 
EDUCATION OF CLUSTER 1 (YUPPIES) 
Educati on Level F厂eauencv 
Below Secondary 11 
Polytechnic or T.I. 12 
University Graduate 19 
Post Graduate 23 
Others 2 
Nu11 Hypothes is : 
There is no difference in frequency distribution of Cluster 
1 (Yuppies) amongst the education levels - below secondary, 
polytechnic or technical institutes, university graduate,' 
post graduate, and others. 
Chi-square Si gnificance Education Level 
19.493 0.001 Different 
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Demographic Characteri sti cs Redefined 
Based on thei广 psychological trai ts of status 
consciousness, time consciousness, and motivation and 
drive， the above results indicated that Yuppies may be 
younger than originally postulated as 69 percent of them 
were in the age bracket from 26 to 35 ； more educated. as 
34 percent are post graduates and 28 percent graduates； and 
also, higher 1ncome earners as 23 percent of Yuppies are 
earning more than HK$35,000 per month. 
There is also a substantial proportion of people who do 
not meet the demographi c characteristics of income. 
education level and vet they possess the psychological 
trai ts__of the typical Yuppies. For example, 46 percent of 
people in the cluster group earn less than HK$20,001 and 
34 percent are non-graduates and yet they possess similar 
psychological trai ts as the Yuppies. Sometimes they are 
classified as the Psych i c—Yupp i es ( "aspi re to be Yuppies.')• 
This phenomenon has important implications for the 





Our research indicates thai: Hong Kong Yuppies a〇�
exhibit certain psychological traits which distinguish them 
from the general population. We found that Hong Kong 
Yuppies are general 1y more status conscious, more time — 
conscious and have a stronger motivation and drive than the 
general population. 
The results should not be surprising as similar 
research "in the West had also come up with similar findings. 
However, contrary to common belief， our research found that 
Hong Kong Yuppies are less quality conscious and _Les_s media 
selective than the general population. 
One possible explanation for these seemingly 
contradictory findings is that, due to the structure of the 
attitude statements, respondents may confuse quality 
consciousness with brand consciousness (a phenomenon which 
IS usually denied by the local Yuppies). Besides, the 
advertising media in Hong Kong are possibly not as wel1 
developed as in the West in terms of special opportunities 
to go to Yuppies. As a result, Yuppies have to reiy on the 
same media as the general population. 
The psychological uniqueness of Yuppies did reflect 
their consumption behavior. We f〇una that Yuppies tend to 
spend more on social and duraDle goods (such as credit 
cards, cars and watches) which can signify their social 
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status. On the other hand, they are more careful with 
spending on non-social and nondurable items (such as Hi-fi 
systems, microcomputers, hotels and airlines). 
We attempted to refine our original demographic 
definition on Yuppies through cluster analysis. We found 
that Hong Kong Yuppies are general 1y younger (mostly around 
25 to 35)， with higher monthly "incomes， and are more 
educated (mostly with a col lege degree) than we originally 
expected. Besides, probab I y due to the size and economy of 
Hong Kong, most Yuppies are working in Central and are 
engaged in the financial sector. 
We also found that there are people who think� 〇r 
rationalize 1ike Yuppies do but they do not meet the 
required demographic definition. We call this group the 
psychic-Yuppies (or aspiring Yuppies). The existence of 
psychic-Yuppies obviously increases the market potential and 
appeal of the lucrative though small size Yuppie market. 
The existence of Yuppies and psychic-Yuppies certainly 
carries significant marketing "implications for local 
marketers. The following will discuss the impact of such 
phenomena on various facets of marketing decisions, and 
outlines di 厂 ect~i〇ns for further research on the Yuppie and 
psych "i c— 丫upp "i e phenomenon . 
Market 1ng Implications 
The Yuppies， spending pattern suggests that marketers 
should be very careful with regard to their market!ng 
approach which should be d1fferentiared on a 
product-by-product and brand-by-brand basis. The following 
diagram will summarize the market!ng mix in response to the 
two spectrums of goods that we have discussed. 
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F I G U R E 3 
M A R K E T I N G M I X B A S E D ON S O C I A L / N O N - S O C I A L VS 
D U R A B L E / N O N - D U R A B L E G O O D S 
Durable 
‘Medium/low Price /Premium Price 
Promote Generic Promote Social Status/ 
Product Attributes Convenience 
Non-social Social 
^ Convenient Distribution ( Prestigious outlets 
Nondurab1e 
Market!ng Mix of Different Spectrums of Goods 
Market!ng Mix of Social Goods 
In general, for social goods, marketers can adopt a 
premium price policy， as Yuppies will be more willing to pay 
a premium in exchange for social recognition， convenience 
and to satisfy their drive for mater1al possessions. At the 
same time, marketers have to ensure that the products should 
be very careful 1y promoted as being symbols offering these 
attributes and distributed through prestigious outlets. 
Successful examples "include high price cars (social and 
durable goods) such as BMW and Mercedes Benz. BMW is 
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promoted as the ultimate pleasure in driving and Mercedes 
Benz makes the lady Yuppies feel they are different by 
possessing the car. 
Another example of social and durable goods is Polo/ 
Ralph Lauren casual wear. This 1 m e of casual wear is 
promoted using the story 1 m e of a high class social group 
"in their leisure country life and everyday city life i n the 
U.K. Consumers could easily identify themselves with the 
protagonists and the leisure and tasteful life that they 
represent. Again, Ralph Lauren casual wear is sold at a 
premium price and distributed through high class outlets in 
Central and Tsimshatsui. 
For social and nondurable goods, the approach for the 
promotion, pricing and distribution strategies is fairly 
similar to the social and durable goods. Take the example 
of American Express Credit Card which charges a higher 
entrance and recurrent membership fee than (say) Visa card. 
The product is promoted not only for its convenience, but 
also other attributes such as the social r e c o g m t i o n and 
symbol of success on a literally global basis. The card is 
used on al1 six continents and they have over 1，4〇〇 Travel 
Services Off1ces to serve their clientele. 
Market 1ng Mix of Non-social Goods 
For non-social and durable goods such as Hi-fi, and 
personal computers at home, marketer should avoid a high 
price strategy as these products can rare!y represent the 
social status and symbols of success that Yuppies strive 
for. A medium to low price strategy is recommended. 
Promotion strategies should stress the generic product 
functions， and distribution outlets should be conveniently 
1ocated rather than being prestigious. 
Personal computers and al1 the accessories so Id at 
Golden shopping center are sold at very competitive prices. 
Literal ly, a no-f r-j 1 Is approach for marketing is 
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adopted. On the other hand, the product range is extensive 
as shops carrying different product lines are located 
central 1y at the place. 
For 门on—social and nondurable goods such as hotels and 
airlines for personal travel, the findings from this study 
is inclusive as we found different consumption behavior 
among the Yuppies. If we adopt the above mentioned argument 
for non-socia 1 and durable goods, a medium and to 1 ow price 
strategy for competitiveness should be adopted. 
Distribution outlets should be conveniently located at 
places such as MTR stations and shopping malls. Promotion 
strategy should stress the competitiveness of the offer. 
New Market Segments 
There are new marketing opportunities. Other than the 
Identified Yuppie main culture, there exists various Yuppie 
sub-culture and sub-groups and also psychic-Yuppies. 
Visa recently launched a credit card (My Card) that 
special 1y catered for the female Yuppies. Various high-end 
consumer goods (like SAAB) have also targeted their 
promotion towards the female Yuppies. 
Psychic Yuppies are attractive not only because of 
their current potential but also for their future spending 
power. Visa have launched a credit card targeted towards 
university students and offer them special privileges (e.g. 
waiving the normal entrance fees). Actual 1y, similar 
services such as credit cards, and interest-bearing cheque 
accounts have al ready been "launched by some banks in the 
U.S. to students a few years ago, and have proved to be a 
real success in terms of business potent!al it generates. 
New Product Attributes 
The status consciousness and time consciousness of 
Yuppies have "inspired a lot of marketing innovations. It is 
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predicted that products which offer convenience and status 
t〇 the Yuppies should easily gain their acceptance. 
The unprecedented acceptance of mobile phones is one of 
the most notable examples. Mobile phones not only can offer 
convenience to the Yuppies but also are still being regarded 
as a symbol of status and importance. 
Another product of this kind is facsimile machine 
(••fax..). Nowadays, the facsimi 1 le machine has become an 
indispenable item in every office, and it is predicted that 
It will gain the same acceptance at home in the future 
(together with the telephone tape recorder). 
New Distribution Channels 
The time consciousness and the general 1y higher 
educational background of Yuppies make them more receptive 
to new and convenient distribution channels. Distribution 
like catalog sales (mostly offerred by credit cards), 
electronic sales (like ATM, EPS, etc) should have more 
opportunities with Yuppies. 
Convenience is also an important factor for the success 
〇f any distribution channel catering for the Yuppies. To 
the Yuppies, convenience not only refers to location but 
more importantly, to time. This, indeed, implies both the 
service hour and service duration. It is expected that 
'extended hour' or ‘24 hours‘ (like 7-eleven) service 
channels wi11 become more and more popular. 
New Promotion Messages 
As d-i scussed above, 11 takes some thoughts i n tai loring 
advertising messages to appeal to Yuppies. Other than the 
advertising messages as mentioned above (i.e. BMW, AE 
cards)， other common examples include Remy Martin X〇 (whnch 
uses a dialog to describe the life of a Young male 
executive) and IDD (which describes the convenience of 
cal1i ng overseas). 
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Differentiated P n c i n g Strategies 
As discussed above, there is no one single pricing 
strategy that should be applied "indiscriminately to any 
Yuppies. Marketers have to take into consideration the 
product attributes (i.e. social functions and product 
durability as described earlier) when they consider the 
appropriate pricing strategy of any particular product for 
Yuppies. 
The emergence of the Yuppie market segment brings a new 
challenge to the marketers. Every element of the marketing 
mix has to be carefully evaluated in order to promote the 
product. There is more room for the marketers to introduce 
new marketing initiatives to capture this market segment. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
Our exploration into the local Yuppie phenomenon is 
certainly not conclusive and has touched only on a few 
aspects. More academic or business research can be done to 
further explore into this market segment. 
Yuppies， Demographic Definition 
As mentioned above, Yuppies should be defined by 
psychological traits rather than merely their demographic 
profile. Hovever, in terms of practicality, it is the 
demographic definitions of the Yuppies which are most 
meaningful to the marketers. Our research is a stepping-
stone for similar but more in-depth studies as it has 
Identified the important psychological attributes for the 
Yuppies, namely : more status-conscious, more time—conscious 
and stronger motivation and drive. Further research can be 
based on the three psychological attributes to define the 
detailed demograhpic profile for the Yuppies. Such research 
is definitely meaningful as it assists marketers to better 
define the market potential of the Yuppie market. 
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Causal Mode 1 
Our research did not attempt to define the causal 
relationship between Yuppies， psychology and their spending 
behavior. Obviously, further research towards this 
direction will certainly help local marketers to define 
appropriate marketing efforts to the Yuppies. 
Qua 11ty Consciousness' 
Our research was not particular conclusive in the 
quality c o n s c i o u s n e s s of the Yuppies. As explained above, 
the confusion may be caused by the design of the attitude 
statements. In fact, a more detai led and "in —depth research 
can be done to study into the inner world of the Yuppies 
with regard to this area. 
Psychic-Yuppi es 
The existence of psychic-Yuppie phenomenon certainly 
deserves more investigation. We envisage that different 
marketing strategies should be adopted "in order to target 
this different market segment (usually with less income and 
and less education than the Yuppies). Research to ascertain 
the demographic profile and the appropriate marketing 
tactics for the group would be worthwhile for the marketing 
practi ti oners. 
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a p p e n d i x 1 
i n i t i a l q u e s t i o n n a i r e 
f o r p i l o t t e s t 
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30 November 1989 
Dear Sir/Madam 
L i ^ 卜 ， = 二 二 二 colleag 二 Mr David Pong are Year III students� 】n 
二 Ma。1^ c^  of Business Administration part-time programme of Uk、�
， n e s e University of Hong Kong. We are reselrcMn, nto t o 
consun.er attitudes, lifestyles and market behaviour� 】n i :〉 K o二 
c o u l d n.ake a v a l u a b l e c o n t r i b u t i o n to o u r u n d e rs L a n d L r o f 
= = f f o r e ^ a i d subject by completing the enclosed questionnaire 
have been asked to rate on 90 items that have b L n determined 
广 m prior research to be important and relevant to t h i ^ 二 二 
Y c y ratings should describe conditions as thev p r e s e n t i r exis； 
mid your ratings will be included as a part 'of t l T ， 
Pict^ure of the consumer behaviour in Hong K o n ^ composite 
『”ase be frank in responding to the statements or questions in 
t ” questionnaire. T h i s information will be of little or no 
Z l Z u n l e s y o u provide us with as accurate a rating aS you 
CONF^DENTlI^'^' 5 二 Y O U R RESPONSES WILL REMAIN COMPLTELY 
i 二 二 l A 二 。 = r t。： h e C = m s t a n c e s will we release y o u . 
Pl，ase kindly return the questionnaire to us with the stamped 
return envelope by 10 December 1989. stamped 
Thank you for your co-operation and for helping us make this « 
meaningful and useful programme. ke this a 
Yours sincerely 




refers to activities ^^ may be instances that the statement 
O c a 
O c a 
1 - strongly Disagree ⑶ ^ fe c; ① ① 
2 - Somewhat Disagree S S S S S u 
3 - Slightly Disagree cn ^ 
^ - Slightly Agree Q Q < < < 
5 - Somewhat Agree ^ ^ ^ ^ 
fj - S t. r-o r)ii ] y A^ ree ? ^ ^ 2 'Si 
二 > jz > 「 
S ^ G G 
] It is important that my family and/or 1 2 ? 4 - r 
friends think I am doing w e l l . ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I think designer labels are real Iv I ? a r 
worth the money, ‘ ^ ^ 5 6 
3. I will do anything in order to get i o o . , 
something done. 丄 ^ 3 4 5 6 
4. I always try new and different things 1 2 3 4 . c 
before my peers do. ^ ^ « 
5. Smoking is hazardous to health. - I 9 ^ r 
‘^ ^ 4 5 6 
6. Cooking is a waste of time. 
丄 Z 3 4 5 G 
7. Pre-school education is important to 1 2 ? a 「 广 
a child's future. 丄 ^ J 4 5 6 
8 Stringent control of the content of 1 2 ? d r 广 
advertising is required nowadays. ^ 6 
9. 1 always tip heavily for good services. 1 2 3 4 5 f) 
10. I enjoy life and don't want to worrv 1 ? 7 巧 〔 
about the future. “ 乙、） 4 5 G 
11• I always go to try those newlv open 】 ？ q 」 「 
restaurants . " 乙、） 4 .) 6 
• I try to have at least c i 扑 t' hours ] 2 Q 1 r ,、�
sleep a day . •〉 '' ,」 6 
1 3 . O n a v e r a g e , 1 e a t out s e v e r a l t i m e s a ] 2 /i ^ r 
week in the evening . ” 「） 
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14. I will definitely send my children to 1 2 3 4 s r 
learn some extra-curricular interests 
such as ballet, piano, etc. during 
their school years. 
15. I tend to believe in what an 1 2 3 4 s e 
advertisement says. ^ ° 
16. It i s jniporLanL to me to look well — 1 2 1 「 广 
dressed or stylish in front of others. ^ 
】7. Designer fashion has its unique sLvJe 1 2 3 4 r 广 
o f c u L U r " ; w f u c h c a n n o t b e i m i t a t e d b v ^ 
o t J1 e r s . •“ 
1 … I like to work on the front-line of 1 2 1 a ^ ^ 
business, ^ ^ ^ 6 
19. I like to purchase through mail-order. 1 2 3 4 5 5 
20. Money is important but health is even 1 2 3 4 r r 
more important. ^ " 
21. To the business world, facsimile(fax) 1 2 3 4 ^ c 
IS one of the biggest inventions for ^ 
the past decade. 
2 2 . p a r e n t s s h o u l d b e a r o l e m o d e l f o r 
t h e i r c h i l d r e n . 丄 z 4 5 6 
23. Advertising is my major channel to 1 2 3 4 s r 
receiving the latest product 
i nformat ion. 
24. I think I am different from others. 1 2 3 4 5 g 
25. I will wait as much long as 30 minutes 1 2 3 4 s r 
for a table in a full-house restaurant 
if I think the restaurant is good. 
26. T prefer a challenging to a stable 1 2 3 4 厂 r 
career. 4 、） b 
2 7 . i u s u a l l y l r a v e j i n d e p e n d e n u y ， a n d i 2 3 4 r 厂 
not in a group tour. ^ 
28. I seldom pay atlent jon to choJesLero】 】 2 4 「 广 
conlent. in my diet.. ^ 
• G； O G) G； d) 
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For daily n e c e s s i t i e s , I normally buv 1 2 3 4 c： ^ 
all I need in one trip, ^ ^ ^ ^ 
30. College education is the minimum for 1 2 3 4 ^ ^ 
my children. r 丄 ^ 3 4 5 6 
31. I find other people's comments on a 1 2 3 4 ^ r 
product are usually more reliable than 6 
an advertisement. 
3 2 . I t e n d t o g o t o t h e s a m e s h o p a s t h e 】 2 3 】 「 r 
s r i l e s - p c i r s o n s t h e r e r e c o g n i z e n.e a n d 、 、) 
t—reat nie a s a v a j u e d c u s t o m e r . 
3 3 . J o n l y w o r k f o r m o n e y , n o t h i n g e l s e . ] 2 3 ^ 5 ^ 
3-. I will not buy anything without 1 2 3 4 - r 
satisfaction or refund guarantee. ^ o b 
35. I play sport regularly in order to 1 9 ? a r； ^ 
keep fit. 丄 z d 4 5 6 
36. I would rather buy toys such as LEGO 1 2 ? 4 g c 
and SCRABBLE than a Barbie doll or a d 4 5 6 
He-Man for my c h i l d r e n , 
37. Advertising insults my intelligence. 1 2 3 4 5 5 
38. I have respect and a d m i r a t i o n from my 1 2 ? d a r 
family and friends. ^ ^ ^ 
39. Material possessions are the symbol of 1 2 ? a r 广 
success. 。 q J b 
1 generally will not try new brands 1 2 3 4 r r 
that I am not familiar w i t h . ^ ^ 
41. I insist on regular lunch and dinner 1 2 3 4 � r 
in order to avoid stomach ulcers. ^ ^ 
42. 1 never look at direct mail materials, 1 2 3 4 5 「） 
43. I always try to do mv best. 
^ ^ 4 5 G 
4 4 . M y f r i e n d s a l w a y s s e e k m v a d v i c e o n 1 , , 





二 = 二 . T - P t i o n 。 r Pe.sonal 
activities or y o ^ t L l J L v r L 二 ^ u d e ? your preferred brands/products/ 
the »Other5.' '广 pariicu丄ar preference, please 
specify under 
: c ， t e d that , 。 ： 。 。 : 。 二 二 ： 、 = ， 丄 ： ” f。” 二 
1. Do you currently own an audio Hi-Fi system^ 
Y e s 
W h a t js U i e b r a n d n a m e o f y o u r Hj - Fj svstem'5' 
】• A w a i ‘ 
2 • G o J dstar-
3 . J B L 
4. Kenwood 
5. Marantz 
6 . Nakami ch i 
7 . Sony 
8. Bang & Olufsen 
9. Other, please specify 
Reason(s) for choice ： 
S/ —— 
2. Do you currently own a camera? 
No Yes 
What is the brand name of your camera? 
1 • Canon 
2• Fuji 
3. Kodak 




8. Other, please specify 
Reason{s ) for choice : . 
V 
[ P l e a s e g o to Q u e s t i o n T h r e e ( 3 ) o n t h e n e x t p a伙 . j 
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3. Do you currently own a personal computer? 
No Yes 
What is the brand name of your computer? 
1. Apple 
2. IBM 
3 . NEC 
4. Bondwell 
5. Compaq 
6 . NCR 
7• S a m s u n g 
O t h e r , please specify 
R e a s o n ( s ) for c h o i c e : 一 ’ ‘ “ ‘ • ~ 
D o y o u c u r r o n I J y o w n a car'/ 
N o — Y e s 一 
What is the brand name of your car? 
1. Toyota 
2 . - Honda 





8. Alfa Romeo 
9. O t h e r , please specify 
R e a s o n ( s ) for choice : ~ 
N/ — 
5. Do you currently own a mobile telephone? 
No Yes 
6 . D o y o u s m o k e ? 
一No Yes 
V/haL is your favourite brand of cigarette? 
1• Salem 
2. Benson & Hedges 




7 . G o o d Cofnpaniori 
O t h e r , pi e a s e s p e c i fy 
R e a s o n ( s ) f o r c h o i c e : . 
— 
、z — 




7. Are you c u r r e n t l y a member of any social or recreation club? 
No Yes 
What is the name of your club? (You may circle more than 1 answer) 
丄. Hong Kong China Fleet Club 
2. Aberdeen Marina Club (AMC) 
3. Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club {RHKJC) 
4. Chinese Recreation Club 
5. Grand Club 
6. Chinese Cricket Club 
7. Deep Water Bay Country Club 
8. O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason(s) for choice : 
/ 
N, / 
8. Are you curreiilj y a member of any heaJ th club?' 
''“.~No Yes 
What is the name of your club? (You may circle more than 1 answer) 
1 . Tom Turks 
2. Phillip Wain's 
3. South China Athletic Association (面•^夸 ) 
4. Nautilus 丨q T 日 、 
5. New World Health Club 
6. Clark Hatch 
7. O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason ( s ) for choice : [ Z Z Z H Z Z Z Z ^ ^ 
/ ‘ ‘ ~一 
‘^ Do you c u r r e n t l y hold a credit card? 
• No Yes 
What is the name of your card? (You may circle more than 】 a n s w e r ) 
1. American Express (Regular Card) 
2. Visa (Regular Card) 
3. Diners Club 
4 . JCB 
5. Master Card 
6. American Express (Gold Card) 
7. Visa (Gold Card) 
8. Ot. hers , please specify 
- - — 
Reason ( s ) for cho i co : 一 — 一 
— • — - — ._ - . _ 
rPJease go to Question Ton (10) on the next. 伙.1 
G 
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For Gentlemen, please answer Question Ten ( 1 0 ) to Question Fourteen ( 1 4 ) . 
10. For Gentlemen Onlv 
= ! ： 二 = ， f o l l o w i n g brands of casual wear do you wear and 
1. Polo Ralph Lauren 
2. G2000/U2 
3. Benetton 
4. Issey Miyake 
5. Esprit 
6. Montagu t 
Bossini 
8. Others , please s p e d fv 
Reason ( s ) for choice : ‘ ‘ 
Wh:ich of t,he l-o J lowing brands of men's fashion (office wear) do 
you wear and favour most? do 
1 • . Giorgio Armani 
2 . Reno 
3 . Valentino 
4. Intermezzo/Durban 
5. Daniel Hechter 
6. Hugo Boss 
7. Crocodile 
8. Others, please specify 
Reason(s) for choice : 
12. Fo^r Gentlemen Only • 
= r 。 二 following brands of men's shoes do you wear and 
1. Bally 
2. Ellen Edmond 
3 . C1 a r k s 
4 . F1 orshe i ni 
5. Bobby 
6. A. Testoni 
7. Hush Puppies 
8. Others, pl ease spec i fy 





13 « For Gentlemen On1y 
f a v ^ u r ^ L s t ? following brands of m e n、 s h i r t s do you wear and 
1. Georgio Armani 
2. Christian Dior 
3. Yves Saint Laurent 
4. Arrow 
5. Crocodile 
6. Prerre Balmain 
7. Dickson's Shop tailor-made 
8. O t h e r s , please spec i fv 
Reason(s) for choice : ‘ 
1 4 . Fo r Ge n t, ] r> riio n _0 nj y 
yh】ch o f tlie f o l j o w ] 叫 b r a n d s o f m e n ' s t i e s d o v o u w e a r a n d 
1 avou r most// ‘ 
】• （j 】o rg J o A rman i 
2. Pierre Cardin 
3. Dunhill 
4. . Goldlion 
5. Gianni Versace 
G. M i sson i 
7. O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason ( s ) for choice : 
For Ladies, please answer Question Fifteen (15) to Question Twenty (20). 
15. For Lad i cs On 1y 
yiiich of the following brands of casual wear do you wear and 
favour most? 





6. Topsy Can 
7. Michel Rene 
8- O t h e r s , please specify 一 




16. For Ladies Qnlv 
Which of the following brands of ladies' fashion (office wear) do 
you wear and favour most? 
Yves Saint Laurent 
2. Chanel 
3. Christian Dior 
4. Miche] Rene 
5. Cotton C o l l e c t i o n 
6. Kenzo 
7. Joseph Ho 
8. O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason ( s ) for choice : ‘ “ 
1 7 • For J,ad j es Qri ] v 
W h i c h o f 1J»G folJow】n“- b r a n d s o f l a d i e s ' s h o e s d o v o u w e a r a n d 
favour fiios t. ？ ‘ 
】. CJ J a r k s 
2 . Le Saunda 
3. Millie's 
4. Bally 
5. Bruno Magii 
6. Jack and Jones 
7. Charles Jourdan 
O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason{ s ) for choice : ^ Z l Z I I Z Z Z Z m i 
18• For Ladies On]y 
， c h of the following brands of ladies' handbags do you use and 
favour most? 
1 . Louis Vu i tton 
2. Franco i s Marot 
3. Why 
A. Chanel 
5. Bruno Mag]i 
6. Bon ia 
7. Millie's 
8. O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason ( s ) for choice : — 
16 
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19. For Ladies Onlv 
Whichi。f t g / L l d l r ^ p b r a n d s ^f cosmetics d。》•。。use and f a v o u . .ost^ 
2. Chanel 
3. Estee Lauder 
4. Shise ido 
5. Lancome 
6. Erno Laszlo 
7. CIinique 
8. O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason( s ) for choice : " 
2 0 . F o r Larjijes O n 1 y 
y h i c h o f t h e f o J j o w i n g b r a n d s o f s k i n - c a r e p r o d u c t s d o v o u u s e a n d 
favour most'r' • 
1 . 'J'he B o d y S h o p 
2 . C11 a n e 1 
3. Estee Lauder 
4. La Prairie 
5. Lancome 
6. Erno Las z】o 
7• CIinique 
8. O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason( s ) for choice : IHIIZZZI^]! 




3. Ad i das 
4. Puma 
5 • RGHGC 
6. Courrege 
7. Lacoste 
8. Others, please specify 
Reason ( s ) for choice ; “ 
— — 
22. Which of the following brands of watches do you wear and favour 
most? 
1. Ro]ex 
2. Pi aget 
3 . Long i lies 
•1 . G u y L a r o c h ( > 
5 . C i t, i zen 
A l b a 
7 . C h o p a r d 
O t h e r s , p l e a s e s p e c i fv 





23. Which department store do you shop at most often? 
1 • Lane Crawford 
2. UNY 
Wing On 
4 . Sincere 
5. Dragon Seed 
6. SOGO 
7. China Products 
8. Others, please specify 
Reason( s ) for choice : ~~ 
24. Which shopping mall do you shop at most often? 
1. The Landmark 
2• Pacific Place (The Mai 1 ) 
3. Park Lane Shoppers， Bou]evard 
^ . O c e a n T e rni i n a 1 
5 . T a i k o o S h i n g 
G . S h a t i n N c w T o w n PJ a z a 
7 . T s i m S h a T s u i E a s t 
8. Others, please specify 
Reason( s ) for choice : ‘ ‘ 
25. Do you consume alcoholic drinks? 
No Yes 
Which of the following is your favourite alcoholic drink? 
1 . Beer 
2. Champagne 
3. Wine 
4 - Brandy 
5. Whisky 
6. Sake 
7. Others, please specify 
Reason( s ) for choice : “ 
yhich of the following is your favourite non-alcoholic drink/ 
beverage? 
1. Fresh Juice 
2. Chinese Tea 
3. Mineral Water (e.g. Perrier water, Evi an, etc) 
Soda (e.g. C o c a - C o l a , 7-up, etc) 
5. Fruit Juice (e.g. Mr. Juicy, Orangian, etc ) 
G . E n g l i s h T e a 
7 . C o f f e e 
8. Others, please spcc i fv 
R e a s o n ( s ) f o r c h o i c e : . —— 
_ ——__ — 
1 J 
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27. Which of the following is your favourite type of cuisine-
丄. J apanese 
2. Italian 
3. Cantonese 




Others, please specify 
Reason(s) for choice : 一 
28. Which of the fol丄owing is your favourite fast food store? 
1 . M c D o n a l d‘ s ‘ 
2 . P i z z a H u t 
3 . 0J i v e r ' s S u p e r S a n d w i s h e s 
K e n t u c k y K r i e d C h i c k e n 
5 . C a f e Do C o r a ] 
G- M a x i ni V n s t. F o o d 
7. OtJie r-s , please specify 
Reason( s ) for choice : — ~‘ 
29. aciivitj'^^^'' followings is your favourite after office-hours leisure 
1. Happy Hour 






8. Hostess Club (Night Club) 
9. Others, please specify 
Reason( s ) for choice : Z I Z Z Z I Z Z I ^ 
30. Which of the followirigs is your favourite Saturday/Sunday activity? 
1 • M a h J o n g 
2• Home Video/Laser Disc 
3. Outing (e.g. hiking, sailing or launch { -junk" ) picnic) 
Sports (e.g. Squash, Swimming’ etc) 
5 Movies 
C u l t u r a l A c t i v i t i e s ( e . g . C o n c e r t , O p e r a , e t c ,) 
7. Horse Racing 
8. Others, pi ease specify 





31. W h i c h of the followings is your favourite sport activity-







Others, please specify 
Reason ( s ) for choice : ‘ 
32. Which of the followings is your favourite destination for holidav” 
】• Ph11 1ppines ' 
2 . J a p a n 
3 . H a w a ii 
4 . F r a n c e 
5 . T h e M e d i t.e r r a n e a n 
G . M a ] ri j V o 
7 . Tliai J a n d 
8. Mauritius 
9. O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason( s ) for choice : 
33. Which of the following airlines would you most frequently use when you 
are travelling for personal reasons (not on business)? 
1. Japan Air Lines 
2. Gulf Air 
3. Cathay Pacific Airways 
4 . Singapore Airlines 
5. United Airlines 
6. Korean Air 
V. Air India 
8. O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason ( s ) for choice : ‘ ~ 
ll'I^ifh o f t h e f o l l o w i n g h o t e l c h a i n s / t y p e s o f a c c o m m o d a t i o n w o u l d v o u 
二 f r e q u e n t l y u s e w h e n y o u a r e t r a v e l l i n g o n p e r s o n a ] r e a s o n s ( n o t 
o n b u s m e s s p u r p o s e ) ？ ^ 
1 . M a n d a r i n O r i c n t a J 
2 . H o l i d a y I n n 
3. Youth HosLeJs (e.g. YMCA/YWCA) 
4 . R e g e n t 
5 . T o u r i s t C l a s s Hot-e】 
6 . Mold 
7 . Ratnada I rin 
8 . O U i e r s ’ please^ .spec i fv 一 
R c a s o n ( s ) f o r c h o i c o : “ — 
— 
• .’.. — — — — .... .. 
1 3 
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35. Which of the followings is your favourite daily newspaper? 
丄. South China Morning Post 
2. Hong Kong Standard 
Asian Wall Street Journal 
4. Hong Kong Economic Journal 
5. Oriental Daily News 
6. Ming Pao 
7. Tin Tin Daily News 
8. Others, please spec i fv 
Reason( s ) for choice : 、 
36. Which of the followings is your favourite magazine? 
】• Fortune 
2 . T i mes 
3. City Magazine (裝夕 /、 ) 
4. Vogue 
Playboy ^ 
G. HJ ood Sword 辨 炎 放 ) 
7- 卜 li叫 Pao Weekly 〜 
8. O t h e r s , please specify 
Reason( s ) for choice : ‘ “ ~ 
37. Which of the followings is your favourite TV programme 
1. "Enjoy Yourself Tonight Express" 
World Affairs (e.g. "60 minutes plus", "The World Today" 
e t c . ) ‘ 
3. Movies (e.g. "Studio 930") 
4. News (e.g. daily news file, "News Magazine" on Home 
Channel/Jade Channel) 
5. Cantonese drama (e.g. "Seven O'clock Theatre" on Home 
Channel, "Nine-thirty Theatre" on Jade) 
6. Musical (e.g. "Saturday Music TV" on Jade, "A Video A Dav" 
on Pearl) ' 
I' Series Programme (e.g. "LA Law" , "Miami Vice" , "Dallas,’） 
8. O t h e r s , please spec i fy 
Reason ( s ) for choice : “ “ " 
“ “ 
1 -1 
^ ^ III •  込， 
1. Sex ： Male Female 
2. Age ： Bel 
o w 2 0 
20 to 25 
2 6 t o 3 0 
31 to 35 
3 6 t o 4 0 
41 tc 4 5 
Above 4 5 — 
3. Education Level: a. Primary School or Below 
Ij. S e c o n d a r y S c h o o l 
c. Poiyteclinic/Technical Institute 
d. Uni versity GraduaIc/Post 
Graduate 
(、Other Professional Qua i f�】c a L i on s 
( r 1 e a s e s p e c i fy ) 
4. Marital Status : Single (Never married) 
‘ Married with no children 
Married with children: how many 
how old are they 
Divorced/Separated/other 
『amily Live alone 
Household) Live with room-mate or other 
FaU'ern ： non-re 1 a t i ves only 
L ive with 
s p o u s e onlv-
Live with spouse and chi]d(ren) onjy ~ 
Ijive w i t h p a r e n t s a n d / o r p a r e n t s - i n - 1 a w 
and/or grandparents and other older 
relatives with or without spouse and/ 
or di】li]dren a]so ) 
OUier (p】ease specify) — 
—— 
G . ！Voft、ss】⑴丨 : M a n u f a c t u r i n g 
B a n k i n g a n d F i n a n c e 
Other Services 
vc? r、nmen t. 
Others，p1 ease sporjfy —一 
I t ion ； 
一 - 一-— p J f a S S Jjr-f： i f y 
1 5 
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7. Office Location: Central 





‘ Tsuen Wan 
O t h e r s , please specify 
8. Personal Income: HK$5000 and below 
(average/month) HK$5C01 to HKSIOOOO 
HKSlOOOl to HK$15000 
HK$15001 to HK$20000 " 
HK$20001 to HK$25000 
above HK$25000 
9. Accommodation : Rent: Public Housing 
Rent: Private 
0“’n : Home OwnersJii p Scheme 
Own ： Pri vate 
16 
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A P P E N D I X 2 
PILOT TEST AND SPEARMAN COEFFICIENT 
FOR INTERNAL CONSISTENCY TEST 
The answers of the pi lot group to Part I of the 
questionnaire i.e. on the psychological traits were 
subjected to Spearman Coefficient for internal consistency 
test. The Spearman's Coefficient is calculated as • 
2 
1 - 6 d 
r = 
s 2 
n(n - 1) 
where n equals to the number of respondents in the 
pi lot test 
The reliability coefficient for each statement was 
formulated and results summarized as follows ： 
Question Nn. £ Hypothesis 
s 





Q 2+ 0.5792 Quality consciousness 
Q 9 0.0208 
Q17+ 0.725 
Q25+ 0.2738 







Q 4+ 0.6958 Adventurous 
Q11 0.4083 












A P P E N D I X 2 
PILOT TEST AND SPEARMAN COEFFICTFNT 
FOR INTERNAI CONSISTENCY TEST 
Question No. r Hypothesis 
s 




Q 7+ 0.1875 Concern for Children 
Q14+ 0.4667 
Q22 - 0 . 1 2 9 2 
Q30 0.0042 
Q36+ 0.0792 






+ Questions retained for the revised questionnaire. 
Only statements with significant r values ( r > 
0.15) were retained. As a result of this test, only 24 of 
the total of 44 statements were retained in Part I 
9 1 
A P P E N D I X 3 . 1 
R E V I S E D Q U E S T I O N N A I R E IN E N G L I S H 
. 醪 . . 
Q ^ ^ ^ f e THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF H O N G KOIMG 港【 |】文大 ^ 
~SHATIN.NT.HONG KONG • TEU： C.6952111 . . 汽 ‘ 坑 界 沙 H^ - 广 江 話 ： 不 . 六 九 五 二 — — ^ 
I:阶管川丨^院硕土課程 
M B A Programmes T E L . 0-6952783 
Facul ty o f Business Admin is t ra t ion 
4 January 1989 
Dear Sir/Madam 
謂 D Y _ _ O N _ _ C O N S U M E R A T T I T U D E S , LIFESTYLES AND CONSUMPTION BEliAVlOUli 
IN HONG KONG 一" 一― 
W e Y e a r 11 I s t u d e n t s in t h e p a r t - L i m e MaslcM- o f Bn s i i i o s s 
Adni] n ] straU on programme of the Chinese Un i r s�】L〉 of 丨 1()丨K()n” . 
arr* resf'ar-ch i J nLo (Jie consumer a L t. i t imJc-s , I j「（、：； 1 \ 1 <、s aii<"] 
conr 川 m p U o n behaviour. in Hoiu^ Konc^. Vou con 1 cj m.-ike ；, . wUu.-山]。 
corit.r】 hut. i on t.o our, u n d o r-s L a n (j i nrl of 丨 li(、 ；) foros；! i .1 sul>j(、（、| |)\ 
coinj;J c.-(, J ng \Au' one J osed quest ionnaj rc . Vou l,av e hec-n asked 丨• 
rate on 50 items that have been determined from pi- lor i eseaicli Lo l)e 
important and relevant to this s u b j e c t . Your ratings should describe 
conditions as they presently e x i s t and your ratj ngs will l)e included as a 
prirt, of the composite picture of the consunior- behaviour, i n ]]ont^ Kong. ^ 
We would a p p r e c i a t e it if you could be frank in responding Lo the 
staLements or questions in the questionnaire, and provide us with 
as accurate a rating as you could regarding y o u r s e l f . YOUR 
R E S P O N S E S WILL REMAIN C O M P L E T E L Y CONFIDENTIAL,. . Under no 
ci r c u m s t a n c e s will we release your individual responses to 
o t h e r s , -
Please kindly return the q u e s t i o n n a i r e to us with tlie stamped 
return envelope by 15 January 1 9 8 9 . 
Thank you for your co-operation and for lielping us make tl,is a 
meaningful and useful p r o g r a m m e . 
Vou r s s j nc(> r(、1 \ 
Rebecca CHAN Chiii Mi 
Da-.- i (i n)?、’「丨 Ho i f/im: 
I of thi.. O n P … … … 二 93 
• j o w is a list of statements which describes attitudes or lif^.^ , 
Please read each statement car^fnl 1 v ^ 丄二uues or lifestyles. 
the statement describes your attitudes or lifestvles P l e L e ctrn? 
one number for each statement. There .av b 二 二 = s thlt 。“丄乂 
r e f e L 。 a c U v i U e s . o u d o n o t " p L i - " ： ： ： ^ ： ? ^B^^t' v o : a t ^ ^ t 
exa^pi： 二 ： 二 = ， ? e c t ， a n . .e like t 。 . h a . U is.^^^i^ 
Example : 
1 - Disagree Strong 1y 
2 - Disagree Somewhat 
3 - Disagree S 1 i h 1, J 
4 — A - r-f'o S J i q}] 1 ] V 
5 - A I • (； ‘Soniewhat 
f) _ SI ran：] j >• 
】- I "丨.j()y 1 a k I 11 • > r j 丨、s . 
二! J 二 o f ' ^ ^ ' T " Scw，whaL.. w.Lh this slaLoment. then g.ve this xte.n a 
rating of 2 by circling the corresponding number on the scale as f o l l L s : 
】. I�⑶ joy' Lak i r丨 jj risks. 1� ④ 3 -} - 「） 
— I I I t I f 
I I I ^ I I 
I t i l l f 
L It IS important, that my family and/or� 】 2 3� 】 r� 「�
friends t,h i rik ] am do i ng well.� 」�
I think designer labels are reallv 1 2 j _ r 
worUi (Jio money . “ ^ b 
3 . 1 a l w a y s t r y n e w a n d d i f f e r e n t t h i n g s 1 2 3 ‘_ r 
b e f o r e m y p e e r s d o . ') 
^ • I (、njo〉cooking aL home . 1 ? i _ ,、�
1 i G 
E a r l y e d u c a t i o n b e f o r e f o r m a l s c h o o l ] 2 3 4 「 「 
IS i inport a n l to a cl"】<i，s ful urr-. ' ' 、） ） 
(>. T1 I； h I o r eontroJ on the content o f ] 2 'i .i 「）� 「�
a d v e r t 1 s 1 n?; i s re( ju】re( i nowada> s . “ 
‘‘ I cMijO-V life and don、want to wo r r v ] 2� 。 ， 厂� 「�
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PART I CONTTNUED 吾 | 為 甚 | 昔 I I I I I 
I I t i l l 
Q Q S g I 
8. Whenever possible, I try to have at ~ 9 3 4 5 ~ 
least eight hours sleep a day. 
9. I would rather eat out than taking 1 2 3 4 5 5 
the time to prepare a meal at home. 
10. I will definitely send my children to 1 2 3 4 5 5 
pursue some ex tra-curricu1 ar interests 
such as ballet, piano, etc., during 
their school years. 
I tend lo be J i eve in u hat an� 】 2 3 4 5 r 
ad ve rL j semen 1, say s . 
】2. D(-::、ji^ner ra:di】oii has� 】t—s Ufi】quc style 1 2 3 . 】 -一） ^ 
o 厂 cu 11. J n;^  u\i 1 cannot, be inut.aLeci by� 、� 、�
O t,l|f' IS. ‘ 
13. Money is important but health is even 1 2 3 4 5 r 
more important. 
1'1 . I Uiink 1 am di f ferent from others . 1 2 3 4 5 (3 
15. I will wait for a table in a full-house 1 2 3 4 5 r 
restaurant if I think the restaurant is 
good, 
16. I prefer a challenging career to a 1 ? o j ^ 
stable one. ^ -i b 6 
17. For daily necessities , I normally b u y 1 . 2 3 4 5 -g 
al】I need in one trip. 
18. I wi I 1 not. buy anytlii ng without a 1 2 3 4 5 5 
"satisfaction,' or “ refund" guarantee. 
1 9 . 1 w o u l d rallier b u y e d u c a t i o n a l L o v s 1 2 3 4 _ r 
such as LEGO and SCRABBLE than ‘ 、] ‘ 
f u n t o y s s u c h a s a B a r b i e d o l l o r a 
H e - M a n f o r m y c h i l d r e n . 
20. Advertising insults my intelligence. 1 2 3 A 5 6 
2 1 . I h a v e r e s p e c t a n d a d m i r a t i o n f r o m m v 1 2 3 r � 
f a m i l y a n d f r i e n d s . ‘ ’ ，） j 
2 2 . M a t e r i a】 p o s s e s s i o n s a r e t.lio s y m b o l o f ] 2 3 \ r � 
s u c c c s s . J 
2 3 . 1 g e n e r a l 1 y w i l l not. t r y n e w b r a n d s 1 2 4 「) 厂 
U i a t 】 a m n o t f a m i l i a r w i t h . ) 
2 4 . I i n s i s t o n e a t i n g m e a l s at, r e g u l a r 】 2 3 4 5 6 
t i m e s in o r d e r t o a v o i d s t o m a c h u] c e r s . ) 
1 
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Bel?w are a number of questions regarding vour consumDtinn . 
二 r 二 二 = 二 ： 二 = 二 。 。 + E , 巧 二 L e 二 二 
『 r preferred b r a n d s /二 U C L :二 = ! 二 l u T ' o t L T 
Please Indicate only ONE answer for each qaeslion. category. 
For coding 
Do you currently own an audio Hi-Fi system'：' 
Ves 
If Yes, which ONE of the following is the brand name 
of your lU-Fi system*^ 
】- A i w ；1 
2 . liaiio- K O 1 u r s e n 
• Co ] d s t f-
1 . J HI. 
「J- II wcjod 
f) - M;» r a n 1, z 
7. >Jaka“i i c h�】�
8. Sony 
9. Other, please specify 
2. Do you currently own a personal compuLer"? 
No Yes 
I- Yes. which ONE of the following is the brand name 
oi your computer? 
1 . Apple 
2. Bondwe11 
3 . Compaq 
4. IBM 
5 . NCR 
6 . NEC 
7 . Samsung 
,, 8. Other, p J ease spec i f y _________ 
‘ -
3. Do you currently own a car'?' 
No Yes 
If Yes, which ONE of the following is the brand namo of 
your car? 
1 • A1 fa Romeo 
2 . BMW 
3. Da ihat su 
. Ho lid a 
5. Maz(ia 
G . N 】 s s a n / D a t. s u n 
7. Saab 
8 . T o y o L a 
1, 9 . 01 he r , p ] ea se s i)ec i 1' > _ _ _ _ _ 
‘ 一-
Please go to Question Four (”. 
'> 
“ P A R T I I C Q N T T N U K D 9 6 
For coding 
4. Do you smoke? use 
No Yes 
ff Y e s , which ONE of the following is your favourite 
b r a n d o f cigarette? 
1• Benson & Hedges 
2. Camei 
3. Dunhi]1 
4. Good Companion 
5. Kent 
6. Marl boro 
7. Salem 
I O t h e r , please spec i fy 
A r e y o n c u r r e n t J y a nieniber o f a n y h e a 】 L h club：' 
N'o Vc、�
了厂 Ves , what.】:-;Lhe r丨amc of your club"? ( Vou mav c j rc 1 (、�
川 OJ、/ Uiaii one an:)we 厂） “ 
】. Clark Hatch 
2. Nautilus 
3. New World Health Club 
4. Phillip Wain's 
5. South China Athletic A s s o c i a t i o n (、•；15 ；々 ) 
6. Tom Turks 丨 考 ) 
7. O t h e r s , please specify 
^• Do you c u r r e n t l y hold a credit card? 
No Yes 
• 
If Yes , what, is the name of your card? (You mav circle 
mor、e than one ansu'er) • — 
j • American Express (Gold Card ) 
2 . A m e r i c a n E x p r e s s ( f i e g u l a r C a r d ) 
3. Di ners CI ub 
4 . JCB 
5. Master Card 
6. Visa (Gold Card) 
7. Vi sa (Regular Card ) 
8 . O t h e r s , p】 (、 a s <、 s p e c i f y 
._ . .. • _ 
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For coding 
use 
For M E N , please answer Question (7) to Question (10)’ and 
then skip to Question (15). 
For WOMEN, please skip to Question (11), and answer 
Question (11) to Question (14) and onwards. 
7. For MEN On]v 
Which ONE of the following brands of casual wear do 
you wear and favour most? 
1 - Bene t ton 
2. Boss i n i 
3 . Esprit^ 
A . G2000/U2 
5. Issey M i yake 
6. Montagut 
7. Po1o Ralph Lauren 
No spec i aJ preference 
fL O t,} 1 e , si)r、cif\v 一 
H . lor MKK On 1 ^  
Whjcli ONE o f tlie ro丄 low ing b r a n d s o f m e n ‘ s s h o e s d o 
you wear arid favour most? 
1 • A. Tes Lon i 
2 / Bal ly 
3. C1 arks 
4 . Allen Edmond 
5. Florshe im 
6. Hush Puppies 
7. No special preference 
8. O t h e r , please specify 
9. For MEN Qnlv 
Which ONE of the following brands of men's shirts do 
you wear and favour most? 
1. Arrow 
2. Christian Dior 
3. C rocod i1e 
Dickson，s Shop tailor-made 
5 . G i o r-g i o A rniari i 
G• Picrre Ba1 main 
7. Yves S a i ii I Laurent-
8. No special pre fe renee 
9. Other, please specify 
10. For HFN Onlv ——... . 
Which ONE of the following brands of men's ties do you 
wear and favour most? ‘ 
1 . Duiili 1 1 J 
2. Gianni Versace ！ 
3. Giorgio Armani ！ 
. G o ] d 1 i o 11 I 
「) . M i sson i ： 
6 • riei^re Cardin • 
7. No special preference ； 
8. Other, please specify i 
For MP:N , Please skip t.o Question (15) ； 
5 
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For coding 
use 
Question (11) to Q u e s t i o n (14) are for WOMEN only. 
11. For WOMEN on3 v 
Which ONE or the following brands of casual wear do 
you wear and favour most? 
1 . Bene t ton 
2. Esprit 
3. Matsuda 
4. Michel Rene 
5. Polo/Ralph Lauren 
6. Theme 
7. Topsy Can 
8. No special preference 
^ • 01 her, J) I case spec i f y 
]2. Eor—iQMI。;—如 1」： 
Whicli ONI,: o f U i e iol Jov^'inq b r a n d s o f l a d i e s ' s h o e s d o 
•vou w c a r a n d f ;i \ o u /- inost. ? 
1. Bal1y 
2• Bruno Magii 
3. Charles Jourdan 
4. Clarks 
5. Jack and Jones 
6. Le Saunda 
7. Millie's 
No special preference 
9. O t h e r , please specify 
13. For WOMEN Onlv 
V^hich O N E of the. following brands of ladies' handbags 
do you use and favour most? 
1 . Bon ia 
2. Bruno Magii 
3. Chane1 
•4. Franco i s MaroL 
5 . Lou i s \'u i t ton 
6. Millie's 
7 . Why 
8. No special preference 
9 . O t h e r , p l e a s e s p e c i fy 
1 4 . For WOMEN Onlv 
Which ONE of the following brands of skin-care products 
do you use and favour m o s f 
1. Chane] 
2 . C ] i n i (J ue 
3. Erno Las z1o 
4 • K s t e e L a u d e r 
5 . L a II c o m e 
6. La Prairie 
7- The Body Shop 
8. No special preference 
9. O t h e r , please specify 
C : 
1 
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For coding 
i T t h T f a i r and W O M E N， p l e a s e proceed to answer all 旧 e 
ot the following q u e s t i o n s , ！ 
15. Which ONE of the following brands of watches do vou 
^ear and favotir most'：' , 
1 . A l b a 
2. Chopard 
3. Citizen j 
Guy Laroche I 
5 . L o n g i n e s 
6. Piaget 
7 . R o l e x 
No special p r e f e r e n c e 
9. 〇Uier, please spec i f y 
16. Wh〕ch ONK of the fV」]ow】ng is Lhe n,osl nnportant 
r e a s o n K’h>. y o n r h o o s " a n a】r]_ine w h e n y o n a r e t r a v e ] ] i n < ^ 
on personal reasons (not. on business purpose)'^ ， 
} • ”、，ve】 at^"…decision 
〔(川丨丨丨。丨丨 1 n i-hl sclHMiuJ<-s ( e . u . ,h>part ur<V 
们 JVHJ d a y s , L lines, frequency of services) 
J- PuncLuaiiLy of d e p a r t u r e and arrival 
schedules 
Competitive air fares 
5. Good passenger services (e.g. m f l i g h L , 
c h e c k - i n , r e s e r v a t i o n s ) ， 
6. Good ai rline reputation 
7. No special reason 
8. O t h e r , please specify 
17. Which ONE of the following hotel chains/tvpes of 
accommodation would you most frequently use when vou 
are travelling on personal reasons (not on business 
pur[)ose )) 
I' |)e】".\e liot,e】 (e.g. Mandarin, Regera , Peninsula) 
, 丄 丨 丨 。 t . c H s ( e . g . S h c r a L o n ,丨 l o J i d a v I n n ) 
J- lour J St Class HoLeJ “ 
. Youth Hostels (e.g. YMCA/VWCA ) 
. Mot-(^】�
G. No special pre fe renee 
7. 01 fie r , !>] ease sin-c i f y 一 
I 
P A R T I T T : D E M O G R A P H I C I N F O R M A T I O N 刷 
Please indicate your answer with a tick in the appropriate box or if th。”。 
I S n o box, by w r i t i n g i n t h e space provided. ^ 。『，if t h e r e 
L Sex : Male 
Female 
Age : r j Below 20 
一 20 to 25 
— 2 6 to 30 
— 3 1 to 35 
— 3 6 to 40 
一 4] to 4 5 
Above 4 5 
3 . f:duc3L】on Ijovel: 口 S e c o n d a r y S c h o o l o r b e l o w 
Pol y Lechn ic/Teclin ica j I nst. i lulo 
L'ri i vers i t\ Graduate 
Pos t G radua Le 
Others { JUeiise sjjec i f \ ) 
Marital Status : 口 Single (Never married) 
一 Married with no children 
Z J Married with children: 
Number of Children: 
Ages of children: 
First Child 
Second Chi Id 
Third Child Z H H 
Fourth Child IZIII 
Fifth Child IZZII 
Others, please specify 
I Divorced/Separated/other 
「)• Family 口 j^ j ve alone 
(H(川sehol(i) 口 Live with room-mate or other 
Pattern ： _ non-re 1 atives only 
Live with spouse only 
Live wi th spouse and chiId(ren) only 
_ Live with parents and/or parents-in-J aw 
and/or g randpairen ts and other older 
relatives with or without spouse and/or 
children also 
I I Others ( pi ease specify) 
1 
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6. Employment by 口 Manufacturing 
Sector""' -『，于 ic Ut.l.ties e.g. Electricity, Gas, Water 
cto广 • _ W h o l e s a l e and Retail Trade, Restaurants and 
, H o t e l s 
Transport , and Cornniun icat ion 
B a n k i n g , F i n a n c e a n d I n s u r a n c e 
C o m m u n i t y a n d S o c i a l S e r v i c e s 
——Professional S e r v i c e s e . g . L a w y e r s , D o c t o r s , 
A c c o u n t a n t s 
I O t h e r , p l e a s e s p e c i f y 
P o s i t i o n o r ~ ~ 
J o b T i t l e : P l e a s e s p e c i f y 
— 
7. O f f J c f Lor-^j 1 J on : C e n t 
Ts i III S h a T s u i 
___ -Adni i raJLy 
a n C h a 1 
M o n g k o k 
Kwun Tong 
Tsuen Wan 
Other, please spec i fy — 
8. Personal Income: _ _ H K $ 5 0 0 0 and below 
(average/month) — HK$5001 to HKSIOOOO 
— H K S l O O O l to HK$15000 
— H K $ 1 5 0 0 1 to HK$20000 
— H K $ 2 0 0 0 1 to HK$25000 
HK$25001 to HK$30000 
— H K $ 3 0 0 0 1 to HK$35000 
Above HK$35000 • 
9 . Accoimiiodat. i o n : ^ J H o n t : P u b l i c H o u s i n g 
R e n t : P r i v a t e 
O w n : H o m e O w n e r s h i p S c h e m c 
O w n : P r i v a t e 
K n d o f t h e Q u e s t i o n n a i r e . 
T h a n k y o u Co r y o u r c o - o p e r a t i o n ! 
1 
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A P P E N D I X 3 . 2 
R E V I S E D Q U E S T I O N N A I R E IN C H I N E S E 
^ ^ ^ ^ THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 香 港 中 文 大 ] ^ 
SHATIN • NT • HONG KONG • TE L: 06952111 . Tlll^STso.SoS二二 . 香 g g • 田 釋 共 . ^ 
FAX • (852) 0-6954234 & 介 " ⑴ . 呢 . 雾 . 六 九 五 二 
工商管理學院碩士課程 
M B A Programmes C^952783 
Facul ty o f Business Admin is t ra t ion ” 二 二 t r e ) 
學生專題研究用英 
Student Research Projects 
親愛的朋友： 
找們；！丨/r沿屮文大〒工商硕士（晚卩}])魏程的三年班同舉.我們況在淮行一 j^ i 
^J^m^ii^nn^iaim,生活方式及消]^纟模式的研究.希望閣下能够tni^這份問卷.以 








晚 熙 明 舰 
一 九 九 年 一 月 四 a 
以下是一列有闘閣下的人生態度或生活方式的句子.請閣下细心閲誤每一句子’然後依 
照下面的標準：〃广代表•強烈不同意〃至#6〃代表*強烈同意〃，圏上標進上的號數 





2 - 甚為不同意 
3 - 些^；^不同总 
^ 一 些 同 S 
5 - 莊為同 S 
G - ^m'j^： 
1 -我喜愛冒險 . 
如果閲下 I甚為不同意〃以上的句子，誌閣下在標準上图上作為答案 
1 -我芸愛冒險 . 1 © 3 4 6 
強 甚 些 
烈 為 烧 些 甚 強 
第一部份 不 不 不 為 烈 
同 同 同 同 同 同 
1 - 我 的 家 人 及 或 我 的 朋 友 許 我 的 1 2 3 4 5 6 
成就是十分所要的. 
2 . 我 認 為 設 計 名 家 的 粘 品 是 物 有 所 值 的 . 1 2 3 4 5 6 
3.我通常比我的友濟更先IT試新鮮 1 2 3 4 5 G 
及不同的麼品. 
4.我享受在家中欢食的樂趣. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
5.學前教育對一倘小孩的将來是十分 1 2 3 4 5 G 
ffi要的. 
6 .現今廣告的内容是該受到更际职 1 2 3 4 5 G 
的管制. 
7-找喜Jft享受人生；而不菩Ir，為将來 1 2 3 4 5 G 
諸多费磁. . 
] 
強 甚 些 .105 
^ ^ ^ 烈 為 徴 些 甚 強 
不 不 不 络 為 烈 
同 同 同 同 同 同 
S——£ £ 意 竟 竟 
& 我盡可能傲到毎曰有八小時的睡眠. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
9 .我會選擇出外吃飯，而不會花時間 3 4 5 6 
在家進備膝食. 
10.當我的子女尚在學習時期，我一定 3 4 5 6 
會將他們送去學習一些課餘的興桂. 
諸 如 括 舞 . 銷 等 . 
1 1 . 找 相 任 阪 告 的 内 容 . 1 2 3 4 5 6 
12.名家設計的時装足经獨恃的剪驻， 1 2 3 4 5 6 
通人不，缺仿彳 : i到的 . 
1 3 -金錢雖好 .但健成尤其姐要 . 1 2 3 4 5 6 
14.我認為我與眾不同. 
15.如果我法為一問酒樹或钱庭是有水 1 2 3 4 5 6 
绝的話，我不介怠花時問等候一張 
空接. 
16.我曾選擇一份有挑戰性；而不僅是 3 4 5 6 
一份平爲的職菜. 
n.我習佑一次過購買我的日常所露品， 3 4 5 6 
而不是塘次購買. 
1 8 -除非有•猫怠货品〃或〃退款保證〃， 1 2 3 4 5 6 
否則我足不台輕晃購W—件商品. 
19.我t)V願脆R有教裔怠義的玩共諸如 1 2 3 4 5 6 
L E G O (枯木）或 S C R A B B L E 
(中字）遊戲 .而不台購 W只舉是 
玩 耍 性 f j 的 玩 諸 如 B A R B I E 或 
H E - M A N 公仔给他們玩. 
20.席告肪值是侮碌我的智祭. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
21.我的家人及朋友對我十分辟进及 1 2 3 4 5 (5 
仰 
2 2 . 物 [ 的 擁 存 足 成 功 的 丨 1 2 3 4 5 6 
23.我通常甚少IT試找並不热悉的新 I 2 3 4 5 G 
牌子. ’ 
24.我堅決继持按時飲食，以减少符 I .2 3 4 5 G 
贸病的可能性. d ) 
1 
第二部份 10 6 
跟閣 I f—系列消費品的意見 -請閣下就自己的意見，圈出閣下 





1. A i w a ( 愛 華 ） 
2. B a n g &. O l u f s e n 
3. G o l d s t a r ( 金 g ) 
4. J B L 
5. Kon wood 
G. M a r a n t z ( 士） 
7. N a k a r n i c h i (中近） 
8. Sony (新力) 
9 . 其 他 ， m 説 明 
V ‘ 
2- IJ^'J下识在是否擁有一 私人范腦？ 
「 沒 有 有 
如果以上答菜是〃有以下项一項是 
閲下擁有私人范腦的牌子？ 
1. A p p l e 
2. B o n d w e l l 
3. C o m p a q 
4. I BM 
5- N C R 
G. N E C 
7. S a m s u n g 
& 其 他 . M 說 明 
V “ ‘ 
3.閒下识在足否擁有一架汽取？ 
「 没 有 有 
如果以上答案是 ' ^ r .以下顿一項是 
閣下所擁有汽班的牌子？ 
1- A l f a Romeo ( 茇 快 1：密歐） 
2. B M W ( 梵 馬 ） 
3. D a i h a t s u (大發） 
4. Honda ( 木 ⑴ ） 
5- Mazda ( K 水發） 
6. N i s s a n / D a t s u n 
7. S a a b (绅？O 
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1. Benson & Hedges ( 金 邊 臣 ） 
2. Camel ( 騎 駐 ） 
3. D u n h i l l ( 登 希 路 ） 
4. Good Compan ion (良友） 
5. Kent (健牌） 
6. Marlboro (蹈梦路） 




一丨:Q 打 rr 
如果上答菜是〃有〃 R閣下所擬的健美 
中心是甚麽？(可選釋多過一項答案） 
1. C l a rk Hatch 
2. Nautilus 
3- New World Hea l th C l u b 
4. Ph i l l i p Wa in ' s ( 菲 力 偉 ） 
5 . 南 華 會 
6. Tom T u r k s 
7 . 其 他 . 誌 說 明 
V 
C.丨刻下有否擁有信用卡？ 
「 沒 有 有 




3 . 大 來 信 用 卡 
4. JCB 
5. Master Card (越事發達卡） 
6. V i s a普通卡 
7. V i s a金卡 






1. Benet ton 
2. Bossini 
3- Espr i t 
4. G 2 0 0 0 / U 2 
5. Issey M iyake 
6. Mon t a gu t 
7. Polo Ra lph L au r en 
9 - 其 他 . 纟 列 叨 
以下各H'牌子的y] 士皮？丨_. I；,問f幻下 
亡？欣以下顿二：^牌子？ 
1. A. Teston i 
2. Bally (巴利） 
3； C l a rks 
4- Al len Edmond 
5. F lorshe im 





1. Ar row 
2. Ch r i s t i a n Dior (姬仙括树） 
3. Crocodi le ( 战 魚 ⑷ 
4. Dickson 's S h o p 、？洋服店）定傲 
5- Giorg io A r m a n i 
G- Pierre Balrnain 





1. Dunh i l l 
2. G i a n n i Versace 
3- Giorg io A r m a n i 
4. Goid l ion 
5. Missoni 
6. Pierre Ca rd i n 
7 . 無 恃 別 好 
8 - 其 他 . 列 明 . 






1. Bene t ton 
2. Esp r i t 
3 . Ma t suda 
4 . Miche l Rene 
5. P o l o / R a l p h Lau ren 
6. Theme 
7. Topsy Can 
8- 無待別喜好 




1. Bal ly ( 巴 利 ） 
2. B r u no Mag 1 i 
3 . Char les J o u r d a n 
4 . C l a r k s 
5. J a c k and Jones 
6. Le S a u n d a 







2. B r u n o Magl i 
3. Chane l 
4. Franco is Marot 
5. Louis Vu i t t on 
6. Mi l l ie ' s ( 妙 S ? ) 
7. Why 
8. 無恃別甚好 
9 . 其 他 . 諾 列 明 
以下各種牌子的皮慮護理用品.以下 
？f二拔牌子是閲下最常用及喜歡的？ 
1. Chane l 
2. C l i n i q u e ( 仍 5 。 
3. E rno Laszlo 
4. Estce Lauder 
5. Lancoinc (f,1 佥） 
G. La Pra i r i e • 
7- The Body Shop (狩體商f?】:） 
8 - 無 恃 別 甚 好 
9. 其 他 ， 列 明 —— 
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M M ^ M i a 
缓作答以下所有問雜. . ( 請 勿 填 寫 ） 
15.以下各種牌子的手$^.請問閣下最喜 
歡及常用的是以下gf—種？ 
1. Alba (雅柏） 
2. Chopard (括邦） 
3. Ci t izen ( 星 辰 ） 
4. Guy Laroche 
5. Longines (浪 
6. Piaget C i ( m ) 



















2 -頭等（四 S级）酒店（如甚來登 .假曰酒店） 
3 -啓通遊客酒店 
f / 年 旅 社 （ 如 Y M C A / Y W C A ) 
5.汽1|【洒店 
6. 無恃別喜好 
7. 其 他 ， 列 明 
16 
第三邰丨么値人資料 n i 
請在適當的樹内以v/號表示答案，或在指定的位置寫上答案. 
1- 性別： 口 男 
H j 女 
年歲： r i j 二十以下 
_ 二十至二十五 
_ _ 二十六至三十 




3- 教《水平： 中安或以下 
Ill工或工衆安院 
_ _ _ 大写i 
— 硬 士 或 以 上 
_ _ 其 他 ， 誌 說 明 
4 . 婚 姻 狀 況 ： 口 单 身 （ 未 婚 ） 
一 已 婚 沒 有 子 女 








5 - 家 庭 狀 況 ： 口 獨 居 
___ 與同/B或其他非親戚人士居住 
— 只與配偶居住 
_ _ _ 與配偶及子女居住 
I _ 與 父 母 ， 及 / 或 配 偶 父 母 . 及 / 或 （ 外 ） 袒 父 母 及 其 他 
• 比較年及的親戚居住（有或沒有配偶，有或沒^r/子女） 
Z J 其 他 . 纟 � 列 明 
1 
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6. _業： 口製造業 
一公共事務.如電力.煤氣,水 
——批發及零售，飲食及酒店 
_ _ _ 航 運 及 通 訊 
_ 錯 行 . 金 敲 及 保 險 
_ 国 體 及 社 會 服 務 
一 專 業 服 務 （ 如 律 師 . 段 生 . 會 計 師 ） 
_ _ _其他，誌列明 
稻位或?S銜：i/1[說明 “ 
7 . 辦 公 地 點 ： r n 中 j c 
一 ― 尖 沙 明 
_ _ _ 旺 灼 
, _ _ 官糖 
Z J 茶 购 
其 他 . 列 明 
& 妈人收入： HK$5.000 或以下 
( 平 均 毎 月 一 HK$5.001 至HK$10,000 
收入） 一 HKSlO.OOl 至HK$15,000 
一 HK$15.001 至HK$20.000 




9. / i i 宇 類 別 ： 租 t t 公 共 历 ； ^ 
— 租K私人r力屈 
_ _ _ f j購居若存其屋 
_ _ _ _自路私人樓宇 
大本問卷原文足英文 .中文本足 IT木 .如兩文本有歧務，以英文木為艰 . 
Q 
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A P P E N D I X 4 
D E S C R I P T I V E S T A T I S T I C O N M E A N , S T A N D A R D D E V I A T I O N 
M A X I M U M A N D M I N I M U M V A L U E S O F R E C O R D S 
Page 2 SPSS/PC+ 3/S/9L 
Number of Valid Observat ions (Listuise) = 168.GO 
广iable Mean Std Dev Minimum fiax imum N Label 
01 L- 53 1.32 O 6 168 Status Conscious 
02 3-91 1 - 32 1 6 16S Quality Conscious 
03 3.55 1.42 0 6 16S Adventurous 
04 3.1£ 1.60 1 6 16S Time Conscious 
05 L. t-L 1 - 49 O 6 16£ Concern for Chi Id 
06 . 02 1-^3 1 6 16S Media Select ion 
07 3-57 1. 53 1 6 It.S Motivation & Drive 
OS 4-71 1 . 1 6 16S Health Conscious 
09 3.3A 1.63 0 6 16S Time Conscious 
QIO 4.92 1.29 1 6 168 Concern for Chi id 
011 L.07 1 - 23 1 6 168 Media Selection 
012 3.65 1.37 1 6 16£ Quality Conscious 
013. 5.-55. .76 1 _ 6 168 Health Conscious 
014 L.ZL 1.32 1 6 163 Status Conscious 
015 3-49 1.62 1 6 16S Quality Conscious 
016 乙 1 . 3 0 1 6 168 Motivation & Drive 
017 d . 64 1. 20 1 6 16& Time Conscious 
OlS 3. 17 1. 23 1 6 16S Adventuroeis 
Page 3 SPSS/PC+ 3/3/9C 
Numb<e广 c.T Va] i d 〔：t’ser~v£it ions ( L i st ui se ) - 1 f.-Z . CO 
Variable r.esn St d Dev Minimum Pie/imum N Labe 1 
01<5 3. 1 . 50 1 6 168 Ccncerri for Chi ] d 
020 1.17 O 6 Media Seloct ion 
021 ^ . 5-1 . 96 0 t. 16S Status Conscious 
022 3. C.6 1-36 1 6 16£ Mot ivat ion & Or i ve 
023 3.5.9 1.31 1 6 le.S Adventurous. 
024 3. o^ 1.51 1 165 Health Conscious 
Paae ^ SF S-E-/PC -
Numbe r- f Va 1 i -1： O'z- s er、•己 t: i on s (Listuise ) = 1 . O 0 
Var iabi e -'.-r -n St d D«ev r.i ni rr.urr, r-'.c. > i •.. Ls^t.^rJ 
MEANl 二 .yC , . 30 2 . 000 6. OCC ： Ttat：.；? Cor,sc: c^ us 
riEAIV：： :.，:•:. 1 . C'3 ： . C'C'O ^ . CC D C^ je 2 : t y Cc.r.sc ious 
MEAN3. T . .2 .SO 1 . 66.7 7 16 2 r-^ot ivat ion & Drive 
MEAN<i . 7£ 1 . 333. 5. 7.33 ： 1-6 Adventurous 
nEAN5 . 70 . £.6 2 . 66 7 1 . COG ： ‘； o Meal th Conscious 
MEAN't. 3.，3 1 . 00 1 . 3 3 3 . OCC- ： 6 •： Time Conscious 
MEAN? d. .35 1 . 6t 7 C. 000 7 ；： onc-rrn for Chi Id 
MEANS 3. 5.E . £2 1 • t . OC-C 167 nedie Select ive 
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A P P E N D I X 10 
HYPOTHESIS TFRTING OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TRATT<^ 
BY TWO-SAMPLE T-TF.ST 
To test the hypotheses in Part I that, in the 
population, psychological traits for the two groups, namely 
Yuppies and the control groups， are different, the 
two-sample T-test can be calculated. 




S /N + S /N 
1 1 2 2 
where : 
. 2 
X is the sample mean and S the variance of 
1 1 
the Yuppie group 
• 2 
X is the sample mean and S the variance of 
2 1 
the control group 
is the sample size of the yuppie group 
is the sample size of the control group 
If the observed significance level or t value is small 
enough, i.e. if the significance level is less than 0 05 
the hypothesis that the population means are equal is 
rejected. 
The separate-variance or the pooled—variance t-tests 
produced by SPSS/PC can be used depending on whether the 
population variances in the two groups are similar or not 
The statistics used to test the hypothesis that the two 
population variances are equal is the F value which is the 
ratio of the larger sample variance to the smaller. If the 
observed significance level for the F test is small, the 
population variances are equal is rejected and' the 
separate—variance t test for means should be used. 
The two—tailed tests are used and the resulting 
probability is divided by 2, adjusting for the fact that 
the equality hypothesis is rejected only when the 
difference between the means is sufficiently large 
Moreover, the Yuppie and the control groups are assumed to 
be independent samples. 
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A P P E N D I X 10 
HYPOTHESIS TF.STING OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TRATTR 
BY TWO — SAMPLE T-TF5^T 
Take Hypothesis One "Status Conscious" as an example 
ouij" procedure for analysis will be as follows ： ， 
H (Null) There is no difference in status 
consciousness between the Yuppie 
1 and the control groups 
H (Alternate) There is difference in 
status consciousness between the 
Yuppie an the control groups 
A significance level of p equals 0.05 is chosen as a 
c n t e n o n for 厂 ejecting the null hypothesis H • 
0 
Since the probability of obtaining a test value of 
1:91 IS 0.058, the null hypothesis is rejected with a 
significance level of 0.05. The conclusion is that Yuppie 
IS more status conscious than the control group. 
The same process was repeated for the seven other 
hypotheses. 
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A P P E N D I X 10 
丁一TEST RESULTS ON THE MEAN DIFFERENCE FOR 
EACH GROUP OF ATTITUDE STATEMENTS 
BETWEEN THE YUPPIES AND 
THE CONTROL GROUP 
Pagc^ 2 S P S S / P O 3 / 8 / 9 0 
I n d e p e n d e n t s a m p l e s of C A T 
G r o u p 1: C A T EQ Y G r o u p 2: CAT EQ N 
t - t e s t f o r : M E A N l S t a t u s C o n s c i o u s 
N u m b e r S t a n d a r d S t a n d a r d 
of C a s e s M e a n D e v i a t i o n E r r o r 
G r o u p 1 6 9 4 . 6 3 7 7 .618 .098 
G r o u p 2 9 3 4 . 4 0 1 4 .746 . 0 7 7 
3 P o o l e d V a r i a n c e E s t i m a t e J S e p a r a t e V a r i a n c e E s t i m a t e 
了 J 
F 2 —Tail J t . D e g r e e s o f 2—Tail J t D e g r e e s of 2 - T a i 1 
V»alue Pr-ob. J V a l u e F r e e d o m Prob- o V a l u e F r e e d o m P r o b 
— 1 - 2 0 .4 10 J 1.91 160 .058 J 1. 89 1 3 8 . 8 0 .061 
P a g e 3 S P S S / P O 3 / 8 / 9 0 ~ 
I n d e p e n d e n t ^samples of C A T 
G r o u p 1: C A T EO Y G r o u p 2: CAT EQ N 
t - t e s t for: M E A N 2 d u a l i t y C o n s c i o u s 
N u m b e r S t a n d a r d S t a n d a r d 
of C a s e s M e a n D e v i a t i o n E r r o r 
G r o u p 1 6 9 3 . 4 0 5 8 1.040 - 1 2 5 
G r o u p 2 9 3 3 . 9 3 5 5 .977 .101 
-J P o o l e d Var-iance Est imate J S e p a r a t e Var lanco E s t i m a t e 
F 2-Te.i 1 J t D e g r e e s of 2 —Tail J t D e g r e e s of 2— 丁 a i l 
V a l u e P r o b . J V a l u e F r e e d o m P r o b . J Value- F r e e d o m P r o b . 
、、 
1.13 .574 5 - 3 . 3 2 160 .001 J - 3 - 2 9 14 1.42 .001 
I 
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A P P E N D I X 10 
丁一TEST RESULTS ON THE MEAN DIFFERENCE FOR 
EACH GROUP OF ATTITUDE STATEMENTS 
BETWEEN THE YUPPIES AND 
THE CONTROL GROUP 
Page 4 S P S S / P O 3 / 8 / 9 0 
Independent samp 1es of CAT 
Group 1: CAT EQ Y G r o u p 2: CAT EQ N 
t-test for: MEAN3 . M o t i v a t i o n tc D r i v e 
Number S t a n d a r d S t a n d a r d 
of C a s e s M e a n Devi at ion Er rat-
Group 1 69 4 . 1 0 1 4 .837 .101 
Group 2 93 3 - 7 7 0 6 .742 .077 
J P o o l e d V a r i a n c e E s t i m a t e 3" S e p a r a t e V a r i a n c e E s t i m a t e 
J 
F 2-Tai1 3 t D e g r e e s of 2—Tail o t D e g r e e s of 2—Tail 
Value Prob. J V a l u e F r e e d o m P r o b . J V a l u e F r e e d o m P r o b . 
^ J 
1-27 .282 J 2 . 6 6 160 .009 J 2.61 136.22 .010 
Independent s a m p l e s o-F CAT 
Group 1: CAT EQ Y G r o u p 2: CAT EQ N . 
t-test for-: MEAN4 A d v e n t u r o u s 
Number S t a n d a r d S t a n d a r d 
of C a s e s M e a n Dev i at i on Er r oi" 
Group 1 69 3 . 4 3 9 6 .766 .092 
Group 2 93 3 . 4 8 0 3 .779 .081 
J P o o l e d V a r i a n c e E s t i m a t e 5 Separ-ate Var i ance Estimate? 
F 二 - T a i l J t D e g r e e s of 2-Tai1 J t D e g r e e s of 2-Tai1 
Value P r o b . J .Value F r e e d o m P r o b . 3 Value freedom P r o b . 
1 . 0 4 . S a ? J - . 3 3 1 6 0 . 7 4 1 J -.3:— 1 4 S . 0 4 . 7 4 1 
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A P P E N D I X 10 
T - T E S T R E S U L T S O N T H E M E A N D I F F E R E N C E F O R 
E A C H G R O U P O F A T T I T U D E S T A T E M E N T S 
B E T W E E N T H E Y U P P I E S A N D 
T H E C O N T R O L G R O U P 
F'age 6 S P S S / P O 3 / G / 9 0 
Indepondent s a m p l e s of C A T 
Group 1: CAT EQ Y Group 2: CAT EG N 
t-test for: M E A N 5 H e a l t h C o n s c i o u s 
Number Standard S t a n d a r d 
of C a s e s M e a n D e v i a t i o n Error 
Group 1 69 4 . 5 7 9 7 .864 .104 
Group 2 9 3 4 . 7 8 4 9 ,876 .091 
^ P o o l e d V a r i a n c e E s t i m a t e o S e p a r a t e V a r i a n c e Estimate 
J 
F 2 - T a i 1 o t D e g r e e s of 2-Tai1 o t D e g r e e s of 2-Tail 
Value P r o b . o V a l u e F r e e d o m P r a b . J Value F r e e d o m Prob 
^ J • 
1-03 .916 3" - 1 . 4 8 160 .140 J -1-49 147. 71 ， • 139 
Page 7 S P S S / P C + 3 / 8 / 9 ( 7 
Independent s a m p l e s of CAT 
Gf-oup 1: CAT EQ Y Group 2: CAT EO N 
t-test for-: MEAN6 T i m e C o n s c i o u s 
Numbe?r Standard S t a n d a r d 
of C a s e s M e a n Deviation Error 
Group 1 69 3 . 8 ? B 6 1.017 .122 
Group 2 93 3 . 6 1 2 9 .991 . 103 
J P o o l e d V a r i a n c e Estimate 5 Separate Vat- i a nee Estimate 
J J 
F 2-Tai i 5 t D e g r e e s of 2-Tai 1 J t Dearee- of ^'-Tei i 
V^aue P r o b . J V a l u e F r e e d o m Prob. 二 Value Fr-Godcm Pro 匕• 
J 5 
1-05 .810 J 1-79 160 .075 5 1.79 144.53 .076 
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A P P E N D I X 10 
丁一TEST RESULTS ON THE MEAN DIFFERENCE FOR 
EACH GROUP OF ATTITUDE STATEMENTS 
BETWEEN THE YUPPIES AND 
THE CONTROL GROUP 
P^e 8 SPSS/PC 十 
3/8/90 
I n d e p e n d e n t s a m p l e s of CAT 
Group 1: CAT EQ Y Group 2: CAT ED N 
t一test for: MEAN7 Concern for Child 
N u 产 r Standard Standard 
ot- Cases Mean Deviation Error 
，ro 叩 1 沾 4.5217 .896 .108 
G 「 • 叩 2 9 3 4 . 4 6 9 5 . 7 9 9 . 0 8 3 
？ Pooled V a r i a n c e Estimate 5 Separate V a r i a n c e Estimate 、、 J 
F 2-Tail o t Degrees of 2-Tail J t Deoret-c- 7 丁 
W u e ^ value F . e e d o . P . O . . 《 V a l u e ， 二 ^ ^ 'pJo^： 
___！:：^———：二— — _ 一 _ 1 二― •沾7 5 .38 136.75 . 702 
「 娜 ‘ SPSS/PC^ ：：：----
3 / 8 / 9 0 
I ndependent samples of 匚AT 
Gr-•叩 1： CAT EO Y Group 2: CAT EO N 
t-test for： MEANS Media Selective 
Standard Standard 
of Cases Mean Deviation Error 
group 1 69 3.3720 .899 ir.o 
叩 - 冗 3.7097 .726 .^75 
：；P。。led Variance Estimate J Separate V。…nee Estia.ate 
F ‘一 Tail J t Deareec of，.-T-”_i ’ t r 
P〖-。b. . V a K . Free 一 、 二 ： S .,’,丄。[，=:。-
1.53 . 05o J -2. 64 16':, D^q - —-. c、 … 
“ 、 ‘.JCD •“/•6'.) 
F.刚 1(’ . • ~~SPSS/PC； ：：；；-：-
o/S/9'j 
This p r o c e d u r e c c m p l e t e d at 17: 37: 1 1 — 
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A P P E N D I X 10 
ONE SAMPLF CHT-SQUARF TF!^T 
If the null hypothesis is true the chi-sauare i ct-i u^^ 
r.th k-1 degrees of^'f re^'dJ^^'^ 
，，=广Stic will be large if the observed and expected 
frequenc.es are substantially different. Fo「Quesg?二 I 5 
？3 2 2 d = = chi-squ^r^ is 46.941, the degree of freedom 
二s 2 and the associated significance level is 0 000 thP 
hypothesis that the probability of Yuppie c o n s L n t i A n on 
二 w‘c二 d i u m and high end c a t e g o r L s of 二 h = = ？s 
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A P P E N D I X 8 
R E S U L T S O F O N E - S A M P L E C H I - S Q U A R E 
O N Y U P P I E S ' C O N S U M P T I O N 
Page 2 S P S S / P O 3 / 8 / 9 0 
- - - — - C h i - s q u a r e T e s t 
025 Hi-Fi 
Cases 
C a t e g o r y Observed E x p e c t e d R e s i d u a l 
Lou S p e n d i n g 1 () 17.0(:’ - 1 7 . 00 
M e d i u m S p e n d i n g 2 39 17.00 2 2 . 0 0 
H i g h S p e n d i n g 3 12 17.00 - 5 . 0 0 
T o t a l 51 
C h i - S q u a r e D . F . S i g n i f i c a n c e 
4 6 . 9 4 1 2 - 000 
P a g e 3 S P S S / P C 十 
- — - - — C h i - s q u a r e T e s t 
026 M i c r o c o m p u t e r 
Cases 
C a t e g o r y Observed E x p e c t e d Resi dual " 
Low S p e n d i n g 1 18 9.67 8 . 3 3 
M e d i u m S p e n d i n g 2 3 9.67 -6.67 
High S p e n d i n g 3 B 9.67 一 1 - 6 7 
Total 29 
C h i - S q u a r e D . F . S i g n i f i c a n c e 
12.069 2 - 002 
Page 4 SPSS/PC+ 3 / 8 / 9 0 
- - - - - C h i - s q u a r e Test 
•27 A u t o m o b i l e 
Cases 
C a t e g o r y Observed E"pec ted P e s i d u a 1 
Lou S p e n d 1 ng 1 5 13-67 "Q -
Medium S p e n d i n g 2 二二 iZ. t. / G-.-._. 
High S p e n d i n g 3 14 17.67 - 33 
Total 4 1 
C h i - S q u a r e D . F . S i g n i f i c a n c e 
10.585 2 - 005 
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A P P E N D I X 8 
R E S U L T S O F O N E - S A M P L E C H I - S Q U A R E 
O N Y U P P I E S ' C O N S U M P T I O N 
Page 5 S P S S / P C + 3/B/90 
- - - - - C h i - s q u a r e Test 
•28 C i g a r e t t e 
Cases 
C a t e g o r y Observed Expected Residua1 
Lo(w Spending 1 1 -3-67 
Medium Spending 2 5 4.6/ . 33 
High S p e n d i n g 3 6 4.67 3.33 
Total 14 
WARNING - C h i - S q u a r e s t a t i s t i c is q u e s t i o n a b l e here. 
3 Cells have e x p e c t e d f r e q u e n c i e s less than 5. 
Minimum e x p e c t e d cell -Frequency is 4.7 
C h i - S q u a r e D . F . Significance 
5.286 2 .071 
Page 6 S P S S / P O 3/B/90 
- - - - - C h i - s q u a r e Test 、 
Q29 Health Club 
Cases 
C a t e g o r y Observed Expected Res i dual 
Low Spend 1ng 1 5 6.67 —1-67 
Medium Spending 2 9 6,. 67 2. 33 
High Spending 3 6 6.67 --67 
Total 20 
C h i - S q u a r e D . F . Significance 
1.300 2 .522 
Page 7 SPSS/PC+ 3/6/90 
一 一 一 一 一 C h i - s q u a r e Test 
•30 Credit Card 
Cases 
C a t e g o r y Observed E;:pected F:e£ i dua 1 
Low Spending 1 13 二：、：； 一 1。> • 3:. 
Med lum Spending • 二 5 - -IS 
High Spendi ng 3 52 二 2 3 - 6 / 
Total 70 
C h i - S q u a r e D , F . £ i cnificanee 
54 . 2 0 0 2 . 0'：)'：) 
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A P P E N D I X 8 
R E S U L T S O F O N E - S A M P L E C H I - S Q U A R E 
ON Y U P P I E S ' C O N S U M P T I O N 
P a g e 8 S P S S / P O 3/8/9( 
一 一 - - - C h i - s q u a r e Test 
• 31 M e n - C a s u a l Wear-
C a s e s 
C a t e g o r y O b s e r v e d E x p e c t e d R e s i d u a l 
Low S p e n d i n g 1 5 7 . 6 7 - 2 . 6 7 
M e d i u m S p e n d i n g 2 4 7 . 6 7 -3 67 
High S p e n d i n g 3 14 7 . 6 7 6 ! 3 3 
Total 23 
C h i - S q u a r e D . F . S i g n i f i c a n c e 
7 - 9 1 3 2 .019 
P a g e 9 S P S S / P O - 3 ； 8 ； ~ 0 
一 一 - 一 一 C h i - s q u a r e Test 
0 3 2 M e n - S h o e s 
C a s e s 
C a t e g o r y O b s e r v e d E x p e c t e d R e s i d u a l 
Low S p e n d i n g l 5 8 . 3 3 _-t 
M e d i u m S p e n d i n g 2 10 8--33 1 ； 67 
High S p e n d i n g 3 10 8 . 3 3 1.67 
Total 25 
C h i - S q u a r e D . F . S1 q n 1-F1 c a n c e 
2-。(X’ 2 .368 
Page 10 S P S S / P O 3/8/9r7 
一 一 一 - 一 C h i - s q u a r e Test 
033 Men-Shi r-ts 
C a t e g o r y O b s e r v e d E;:pecte:-d Rc-二 iciLia】 
Lou Spend 1 ng 1 1 1 d)7 - - -
MediLim S p e n d i n g 2 5 11 ' 67 -t! 67 
High S p e n d i n g • . 3 15 1 1 • g 7 3.—. 
• Total 35 ~ 
Chi-Squar-e D . F . S i g n i f i c a n c e 
5.714 2 .057 
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A P P E N D I X 10 
RESULTS OF ONE-SAMPLE CHI-SQUARE 
ON YUPPIES' CONSUMPTION 
— S P S S / P C . 
3/8/70 
厂 一 一 一 一 C h i - s q u a r e T e s t 
L a d i e s - H a n d b a g s 
C a s e s 
C a t e g o r y O b s e r v e d E x p e c t e d R e s i d u a l 
Loi-J S p e n d i n q j 0 ^ 
Medium Spending o . ：^" X'f" 一2-
H i g h S p e n d i n g 3 , “^：；；' - 1 - 3 3 
丄.^^ 3 . 6 7 
T o t a l 7 
WARNING - C h . - S q u a r . s t a t i s t i c is ques t i o n a b l e here. 
。 C e l l s h a v e e x p e c t e d f r e q u e n c i e s l e s s t h a n 5 
M i m m u m e x p e c t e d c e l l f r e q u e n c y i s 2 . 3 
C h i - S q u a r e n cr c . 
8 . 8 5 7 。 S i g n i f i c a n c e 2 .012 
P a g e 1 5 
y S P S S / P C + 
_ 3 / 8 / 9 0 
一 一 一 — C h i - s q u a r e T e s t 
Ski n - C a r e P r o d u c t _ 
C a s e s 
C a t e g o r y O b s e r v e d E x p e c t e d R e s i d u a l 
L o w S p e n d i n g 1 -
M e d i u m S p e n d i n g o ^ : •队） 一 
H i g h S p e n d i n g ^ 、 ” ( 」 1 • 
^ ^- 00 3.00 
T o t a l 1 2 
W A R J ^ I ^ C h . - S q u a r e s t a t i s t i c . s q u e s t i o n a b l e h e r e 
、‘ C e l l s h a v e e x p e c t e d f r e q u e n c i e s l e s s t h a n 5 
m m m u m e x p e c t e d c e l l f r e q u e n c y i s 4 . 0 
Chi -Square n F <-. • . ^  . 




一 一 一 一 一 Chi-square Test 
Watches 
Cases 
C a t e g o r y Observed E;:pectGd P^-idual 
Lcu'j Spending 1 1 二 , 
Medium Spendina 二 q Tz/二二. 一二-三三 
High Spendinq “ ； … ：：‘：： ―。二 
_ 1、._._. 7-67 
Total 43 
Chi-Square n F •-• 二 ..^ L•卜• oicniricance 
• "S" t u 厂、一一 - .Uov 
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A P P E N D I X 8 
R E S U L T S O F O N E - S A M P L E C H I - S Q U A R E 
O N Y U P P I E S ' C O N S U M P T I O N 
一 一 一 - - C h i - s q u a r e Test 
Piirl ine 
Cases 
C a t e g o r y O b s e r v e d Expected Residual 
Agency Choice 1 . 
Flight S c h e d u l e 2 ,o ^ ' ^： 
P u n c t u a l i t y t ？ . 7 1 9.29 
Air Fares 4 2 -
Services 2 ^^ 9-71 13.29 
Airline R e p u t a t i o n 6 ir. I'll -1.71 
Other 7 1: 9.71 .29 
7 」 9.71 -9.71 
Total 68 
C h i - S q u a r e n F c. .广. 
4 3 . 7 9 4 Significance 
° - 0 0 0 
Page SPsi/PC^ 
3 / 8 / 9 0 
This p r o c e d u r e w a s c o m p l e t e d at 18-4G-49 
n p a r t e s t c h i s q u a r e q 4 i ( 1 , 3 ) • 
***** WORCSPACE al low- for 广, 广 
a丄low一 —or lollO cases for NPAR TESTS 本本*** 
Page 2n „ 
^ S P S S / P O 
_ 3/8/90 
一 一 一 一 — 匚 T e s t 
Hotel 
C a s e s 
C a t e g o r y O b s e r v e d Expected Residual 
Low Spending 1 产. 
Medium Spending o 4 J；' -17.00 
High Spending ；、 t.J l = .(-)(」 ⑴.00 
^^ 19. 00 7. Or；) 
- Total 57 
Ch 1 -Squar-e n p _ 
- bigni-icance 
- • 
� 2 1 SPSS^PC^ 
• 3/a/?o 
This procedure uas c o m p l e t e d at 18i43i5：：. 
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A P P E N D I X 9 
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F C H I - S Q U A R E S T A T I S T I C O N 
C O N S U M P T I O N O F Y U P P I E S V I S - A - V I S 
T H E C O N T R O L G R O U P 
P叫 e 日 SPSS/PC十 
C r o s s t a b u l a t ion: Q2S C i g a r e t t e 
By C A T 
C o u n t J N o n - Y u p J V u p p iee J 
CATiX: Exp Val 5 J o Row 
Col P e t JN jy J T o t a l 
028 DDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
1 2 5 1 J 3 
Low S p e n d i n g JT 1.0 J' 2 . 0 J 14. Z7. 
^ 28.67. J 7.17- o 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
2 3" 3 o 5 3- 8 
M e d i u m S p e n d i n g J 2 . 7 J 5 . 3 J 3 8 . 17. 
：^  4 2 . 97. J 3 5 . 77. J 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
3 了 2 J 8 ：> 10 
H i g h S p e n d i n g J 3 . 3 3" 6 . 7 5 4 7 . 67. 
J 2S.(S-/. 3- 5 7 . 17. o 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
C o l u m n 7 14 21 
T o t a l 33.37. 6 6 . 77, 100.07. 
P 琴 9 S P S S / P C + ~ ~ 3 / S / 9 r . 
二丄二，二二： 二[二 S i g n i f i c a n c e M i n E . F . C e l l s u i t h E . F . < 5 
2•了•&冗 2 . 3 0 6 9 1.000 4 OF 6 ( 66.77.) 
N u m b e r of M i s s i n g Obs^ervat ions = 147 
P a g e 10 S P S S / P O 3 / 8 / 9 0 ~ 
C r o s s t a b u l a t i o n : Q 2 9 H e a l t h C l u b 
By C A T 
C o u n t o N o n - Y u p J Y u p p i e s J 
C A T Z ) > E::p V a l J J 5 R o w 
Col Pet JN J Total 
Q 2 9 DDDDDDDDEDDDDE-'DDDEDDDDDDDDE 
1 14 J 5 5 19 
Low S p e n d 1 ng J 9 . 0 J K). O J SO.':’〉： 
J 7 7 . SV. J 2 5 . OX J ‘ 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
: - ( : , J 9 J 9 
Ned 1 urn S p e n d i n g J . 3 j 4 . 7 j 二-了.、 
Z . •：)•/. J 4 5.07- J 
EDDDDPU'r'DEDII'DDIDDDDE 
3 5 ^ J ‘ 6 J 10 
H i g h S p e n d i n g 5 4 . 7 J 3 J Zib-::‘.. 
3 2 2 . 2 Z 5 3 0 . O X j 
_ EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
Co 1 nfT.n 1G 2 0 3S 
T o t a l 4 7 . 4/. 5 2 . o：： 1 0 0 . O X 
Page 11 SPSS/PC^ 3/8/97 
C h i - S q u a r e D . F . S i g n i f i c a n c e h i r. E . F . C e l l s w i t h E . F . < 5 
1 3 . 5 9 5 5 6 2 fT^o'l 1 ^ . 2 - 3 3 GF 6 ( 5 0 . O X ) 
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A P P E N D I X 9 
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F C H I - S Q U A R E S T A T I S T I C O N 
C O N S U M P T I O N O F Y U P P I E S V I S - A - V I S 
T H E C O N T R O L G R O U P 
P a g e S P S S / P C . 3 / 8 / 9 0 
C r o s s t a b u l a tion: Q 3 0 C r e d i t C a r d 
By C A T 
C o u n t 5 N c n - Y u p JVupp ies o 
Exp Val J J 5 Roi-j 
， Col P e t JrJ or o T o t a l 
030 DDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
1 : :‘L Z 13 49 
Loi-j S p e n d i n g J 2 6 . 1 J 2 2 . 9 J 3 2 . 1'/. 
J 45.07. J 18.67. J 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
2 ：^  2 J 5 3 7 
M e d i u m S p e n d i n g J 3 . 7 J 3 . 3 J 4.77-
J 2.5/： J 7. 17. J ‘ 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
3 42 5 52 5 94 
H i g h S p e n d i n g J 5 0 - 1 J 4 3 . 9 J 62.77. 
3 52.5-/. 5 74.37. 3" 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
C o l u m n 80 7 0 150 
T o t a l 53.37- 46.77. 100.07. 
Page SPSS/PC+ 37a/9c7 
C h i - S q u a r e D . F ^ S i g n i f i c a n c e M m E . F . C e l l s w i t h E . F . < 5 
[•口化 1 二 〔胁'i•记/ 3.267 2 OF 6 ( 33.3X) 
N u m b e r o f Missing O b G e f v a t i o n s = 1 8 
P a g e 14 SPSS/P「+ 
力/卜 L+ 3/8/90 
CrosGtabLilation: 03 J M e n - C a s u a l W e a r 
Py CAT" 
C o u n t :7\'on-Yup JVupp i es 5 
CA丁仍 E::p Val J J J Rou 
Col Pet oN 5Y 5 Total 
°31 ^^DDDDDDEDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
I� 「 . ’ “ ^ - - - 11 -
Low S p e n d i n g J 2 J to. 8 J 二 ？ . 7 > . 
T ？’一. OV 一- 。•！ - 7 - / 了 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
- J J� 、’ ^ 
M e d i u m S p e n d i riq J l . 5 J 2. 5 J i o. 8v 
：^ -':、•〈 17. 4V. J 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
3 J G .T 14 J 二‘二 
H i g h S p e n d i n g o £ . 3 1 3 . 7 5 5 9 . SX 一 
•？‘ 7 . 1 /. o 6'J . V"/. J 
Pr! •‘广丨1 厂‘广I n 二 厂I n n .“. n r,n zr 
C o l u m n 二 3 37 
T o t a l 3 7 . S：. 62•二;. 10,:,. O:: 
Page 15 c;pc;e /FT + 
- … 3 / S / 9 0 
Chi - S q u a r e D . F . 、g — 1 c <?「,「<= m ;「厂 cr 广•； .,, - ^ u . .1 . 1 .c^ n 一「, - . L . CI.ei 丄三 I'• 1 1 h E.F. < 5 
3 - 7 6 0 5 9 2 1 ^  . ^ - - , 
J 一 一 h % ui- t ( 5 0 . OX) 
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A P P E N D I X 9 
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F C H I - S Q U A R E S T A T I S T I C O N 
C O N S U M P T I O N O F Y U P P I E S V I S - A - V I S 
T H E C O N T R O L G R O U P 
Page 35 SPSS/POh 3/8/90 
C r o s s t a b u l a t ion: 0 4 1 H o t e l 
By C A T 
- 一 - - P a g e 1 of 2 
C o u n t JrJon-Yup J Y u p p i e s 5 
CATiX: E::p Val J J 5 Ro^； 
_ Col P e t .Trg JV J T o t a l 
1 DDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
1 :: 10 J 2 0 12 
l_oiM S p e n d i n g J t . 9 J 5.1 J 8.37. 
3 12.07. J 3.37. o 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
2 J 5 3 5 2 9 3 日 2 
M e d i u m S p e n d i n g J 4 7 . 3 J 3 4 . 7 J 56.97. 
J 6 3 . 9 X J 47.57. J 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
3 J 20 J 2 6 o 46 
H i g h S p e n d i n g J 2 6 . 5 5 1 9 . 5 5 31.97. 
J 2 4 . r/. J 42.67. 5 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
C o l u m n 83 61 144 
( C o n t i n u e d ) T o t a l 57.67- 42.47. 1 0 0 . OV. 
Page 36 spss/po i^e^Q^ 
C f o s s t a b u l a t ion: 041 H o t e l " 
By CAT 
- - - - P a g e 2 of 2 
C o u n t J N o n - Y u p J V u p p ies J 
CATr，> E;;p Val J J J R o w 
Col Pet vJ jy 5 Total 
1 DDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
^ ：> 0 5 2 J 2 
1 . 2 J . 8 J 1.4-/. 
"T /"»•/ -T -T"/ -T L� • V' /- �•  •-•/• ‘ � 
EDDDDDDDDEDDDDDDDDE 
5 J . <:、 J 1 J 1 
：^  - 6 o . 4 J - 7V 
J . 07： 5 1 . 67. S 
Ei:'DDI?DDI?DEDDDDDDDI?E 
-‘： 0 J 1 J 1 
- ^：： J . 4 5 . 7*/. 
3 . OV. ' 1.6X J 
rr ri n n厂.厂’ o厂‘厂丨厂p n r, r.广，n n n 二 
Cd 1 Li.T.n ^ 1 1 z} a 
Total 57. 6/： 4 二 • 4 7. 1 (>0 • '：-/. 
P a q e 37 . c；(=•<：；c；/r- + ..广 
“ uwz 广匕t _ / a/v'j 
C h i - S q u a r e D . F . S i a h i f i c a nc e M : n E. F. Cg-M i-’，—h p p ‘  ^ 
1 4 . 1 0 S 5 3 5 -〔 4 6 GF 12 ( 5 0 . OX) 
N u m b e r o f M i s s i n g •bEer-\-at. i o n s = 2 4 
P a q e 3 S c.c.c：’.二/p厂 + _ 
T h i s p r o c e d u r e w a s c o m p l e t e d at 1 7 : 3 2 : 5 4 
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APPENDIX 10 
FREQUENCY STATISTICS ON YUPPIE DEMOGRAPHICS 
卜•叫e - E P S S / P C + 
C./8/90 
SEX Sex 
… … L a b e l V a l u e F r e q u e n c y Percent Percent P e 二 
二 二 e F 16 22.5 22.5 2? 
Male M i^cr -7-, ^  ，， r … 
】|  7/. 5 7 / . 5 l'X、-<:> 
T O T A L 7 1 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
F e m a l e \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
Male \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \、\ -、、\、、、\、m •、，. \ \、，. \ \ . >、……、 c ^ c 
J \ \ \ d j 
1 I I I T I 
0 2 4 3 6 4 8 … ： o 
V a l i d C a s e s 7 1 M i s s i n g G a s e s 0 
Page ^ SPSS/PC+ 3/8^97 
AGE Age 
I » 1 Valid Curr： 
V d u G Label V a l u e F r e q u e n c y Perce^^ Pcprcent Percent 
20 to 25 - , , , , 
D/ - - 丄 1 . A 1 . A 
t o .力 3 21 -cv A 、、 /,, 
36 to 40 - .� 「7-7 J 广 
J 1 J • ‘ 1 1 Q O 
41 to 45 A • ) — ; - : ‘ ； - ; 
e 1 1 . � 1-4 1 r.r,. o 
TDTAL 71 100•0 1oo • 0 
20 ro \\ 1 
to ZO ] \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ^  ^  , , 21 
t o 3 5 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ u … … T … … — 
, . , 
--to … \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ > \ ； \ \ \ 1-
1 to \ • 1 
T ： I I ： J -
- ‘ - ” _ /j • 1 
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APPENDIX 10 
-FREQUENCY STATISTICS ON YUPPIE DEMOGRAPHICS 
/ 
F .印 S P S S / P O ”cwo-
EDLVL Educotlonal Level 
1':1|丨广卜一1 ’，- 厂 ： d Cum 
… - 1 、 v ' a i u e Fr-equGno- r。「cc:n[� 「.G:-[onL Percont 
P o l y t e c h n i c or- 丁 1 2 1 0 < , . , 
U Graduate t ：： 二 ； ：  •丄 m 
Post G . a d u . t e ； ！：-！ 〔丄 
^ 、人） 4二 ^ 2 . 3 1 0 0 . 0 
TOTAL 71 100.0 1':、’:, .0 
P o l y t e c h n i c or T I \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ if, 
U G r a d u a t e \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\ \\ \\ \\ \\ \ \ \ \ \ \\ \\ \\ \\ \\ \\ x s ^  \ \ 
r.ost G r a d u a t e \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ n v\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
： I I I I I 
、、 S 2/1 32 /lo 
山 d C - S G 5 7 1 - M i s E i n g C a s e s . <:、 
p r, r- / 
• •^卯 b sc.qq /c.p-t-
——卜‘ 3/13/90 
STATUS Marira] S t a t u s 
ValLu：. V^ -lue rreq.;G:.cy Percent「二二二「.二二 
Neve；- M a r r ： e d i .-.口 ——i 、 „ 
Mar.-.ed cl.ld.e:. • ； T二 Z.：'： X：-：： 
D : v o : c e d S e p e , . . c 』 “ -；"： ^ 
T[「广丄 7 1 ：0'：!. ；：• ：.;..；,_ 
丨 i。、.。「卜、.‘.”.、•.、…\、、. \ “、. \ … 、 」 … 、 . . . ” … … … ， … … 。 。 
卜引/ 乂、」:(。〔n:ia:-on \ .. \.、\ \ \ \ \ \ U \ .、. .、U \ \、。.…[\ .. «r： •、-… 
” 「 ： 、： C ！. • ‘ ‘： • • • .、、 . . . ‘」 \、、，、‘、 \、、，、 - , \ ‘ . ， . ， 「 - … 
「• ’、，广、•…^—：-. 广 — 
^ ‘ - I — 一 _. 
1 
• T - -
I T 
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A P P E N D I X 10 
FREQUENCY STATISTICS ON YUPPIE DEMOGRAPHICS 
7 S P S S / P C . 
^ 3/8/90 
family Far：- iy Patterr, 
v'-^lue Label VaImp 「  - V 仏 d Cli.t, 
V a l u e F r e q u e n c y P e r c e n t P e r c e n t P e r c o n t 
Alcne — 
Live with s p o u s e ， ： ^ It.9 
L i v e w s p c u - e c h i l 4 i二 二 ^ 2 . 3 
Livg^  t^j otner- 5 ；：=•， 一- c 71-S 
Other- 1 ‘.-.-；^  23.9 95.8 
一一 - 二 4 . 2 1 0 0 . 0 
TOTAL 71 100.0 100.0~ 
, Alone \ \\ ^ I W W W W ^ U W W W 
L M ^ R 二 二 ； -
Lwe . -the. .el.t.v U ^  ^  U ( H \ ( ( ( ； ； ( ) ； ； ； ； ；。； ： ： ； ” ) ； ) ) ” ^ “ ^、二： 
Other-s \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 3 
I 
I I I I • … r T 
！ 1。 io 25 
P a n e e 
^ SPSS/PC十 
 3/S/90 
f^ AMILY rarr.xly Pattern . -
CasGc 71 • Missing Cases (:,� 、�
Pago 9 
‘ - SPSS/PC" 
TMn “ 3/8/90 
”‘•ID Indu-try _ 
V a l u e L a b e l (/口 i … c V a l i d C u m 
；zalue F r e q u e n c y P e r c e n t P e r c e n t P e r c e n t 
Manufacturing 
P u b l i c U t 1 1 i t i e s ^ 1 1 - ^ 1 - 4 1 . 4 
W h o l e s a l e R e t a i l 二 1 2 - 9 
T r a n s p o r t 、匚•mm. 〉1.4 14.：', 
Banking ？Finance 〔 -^- B '27. 1 zi i . 4 
Soc ic-1 S e r v i c e s 二 二'3：.9 ,24.3 6 5 . 7 
P r o f e s s i o n a l % ,、二 4.:. 7<-,'<', 
Others ： “ 15.5 -'15.7 85 ‘ v 
二、 】.:,：:;： 
'“‘ 1 1 . , : MISSI ！ .'G 
一 _ _ 
丁厂•丁 .〜* ~•, 






_ i「c： \ •. ... 、 _ 「•L丄I ic Uti 1 iTiie：^  ^ ^  ^  • 一 
^ n a l e s a l e i. Retail \ … ； : : … … … … … o 
工二 M,p。r，、Con-,：.. …  “ “ > . . 广 、 〜 ， 、 … . . . . . 、 . . 
d=nr、丄.：g ，：厂；I \ ^  ^  1 1 \ • \ • ： ^ > ^  , ； . ^  . . > . . . ...••.‘. .•，. ....、.-..•.. ‘ 9 
berV1 ces \ \ \ \ ； \ • ， 1 / 
ProfeEsional、……；\ \ … 、 、 … … 
Uthers \\\\ > \\ ^^ . ,,；、。“ 
^ I I T T 
(：) 4 S • ； ； ； 工 工 
-- It. 2「:， 
i d C a s e s 7.-, 卜、一^ . - ““‘ ‘ J ii ^ -si ng uases 1 
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A P P E N D I X 10 
F R E Q U E N C I E S S T A T I S T I C O N Y U P P I E D E M O G R A P H I C S 
Page 11 SPSS/PC— 3/0 
AP二A Area of I'Jor I. 
Val1d Cum 
Value Label Value Fr-ecjuency F'ercent P e r c e n t Pet"cent 
Central 1 3二. -19.3 5 0 . 7 ^50. 7 
Tsirr. She. Tsui . 2 1 1 . 1 . ^  52.2 
Admiralty 3 3 4. 2 4-3 56.5 
Wan Chai 4 10 14.1 71 .(:’ 
Mongkok 5 2 2. 8 2.9 73.9 
Kuun Tonq 6 2 2.9 二 7 6 . 8 
Tsuen I'iar. 7 3 ,“二 4.3 81.2 
Others 8 13 IS.: 10.0 100.0 
0 2 2.S M I S S I N G 
“ TOTAL 71 100.0 100.0 
Pr.ge 12 “ S P S S / P O " -/f 
AREA Aiea of I'Jcrl' 
一 I . I 、、 . . .》 ..•..•....•.. •. •. '. \ J 
TsifTi Sha Teh: \ \ 1 
Adrri 1 r " s 1 "L '•. \ ..、. \ 
War； Cha: \ \ • \ \ \ \ . \ • \ • \ 1'：• 
Mo.ng!:ol; \ \、.. 2 
I i-.'n n Tg「It] \ \ ... 2 
T二ucn I'Jan •. \ \ \ \ 3 
Qti h&t—Cj \ \ \ .、、. \ ..  \ \ \ \ \ \ \ • \ .. 1，. 
I 
I I T T T 1 
f"i O 1 . 一 产. /.,、 
- 。 八 - . I “ M 
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F R E Q U E N C I E S S T A T I S T I C O N Y U P P I E D E M O G R A P H I C S 
Page I:.. gpqq /pp , 
3 / 8 / 9 0 
I N C O M E Income/per- m o n t h 
V a k i e L a b e l V a l u e F r e q u e n c y P e r c e n t P e r c e n t P e r c e n t 
20001 to 25000 5 18 ^ 4�。「』�
-0001 to 35000 7 11 R『： ^^ 
H b c v e ..5' ) o  ’ . … ， 。 一.dj.dj 36- 6 100.0 
T O T A L 71 1 C ' 0 . 0 1 0 0 - 0 
20(:'01 to 25000 \ \ \ \ W W W \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ •、\ \、‘ , ” i g 
25001 to 30000 …\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ U \ \ \ \ \ \\\ • 
30001 to 35000 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ W W \ \ \ \ n 
A b o v e 3 5 0 0 0 \ \ \、 U \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \、、…….、.、\、、\ … … 、 、 … 
I \ d 
I I I I I., I 
(:) 6 ！二 IS 24 30 
• C a s e s 71 M i s s i n g C a s e s 0 
Pa 阴 S P S S / P C + 一 ； ; 
H O U S E AccofTiniodat ion 
.,1 , t 1 V a l i d C u m 
W、iuc L a b e l V a l u e F r e q u e n c y P e r c e n t P e r c e n t P e r c e n t 
R 叩 L P u b ] i〔 1 5 7..-. 7 0 7 <-, 
” (l-nL: Pf I VJlte 2 -cr. 广. —cr 产. /•二-二 
： H . O . S . 3 2 - 8 o 二 
厂， r . • — “ - — - M . I 〒-』n-; q 37 S 2 . 1 5 2 . J 9 7 . -
Quarters 1 , - . ^  一 「. 
C t n e . r 二 ，/. i , , ‘ - - -
T O T A L 7 1 ] •：.：；. .：, j .;H：. . <0 
F age cr-Qc； /,-r ^  ‘ _ 
！HDUGC Ac ci cn-.r-odal 1 o 
Ront; : pLibl i -:: \ \ \ • \ \ \ 5 
Per丄：「•:- ： e \、. \ •.. \ \、.. \ \ .、. \、•:..、.. \、.、. \、,.、,.、..-..、,..、.、..•...、.. 
r-\ - u r^ t T . . . — 
� " • • - « . - L - - w - • .. � 
_ » I • 口 ， ‘ � • - � • 广 \ > S \ \ \ I • « • i , . . . 
…‘ I -..…、丄‘ ‘ — ^ ... . •••..,:..•,?.‘；.」..；—.，'：7 
IJ'Jc：^.： ter'Sr \ \ 1 ‘ 
n ！ :c ：" .. \ . 
T 
I- 1 ： I ： J T 
- ^ - “， . /I » • 
—-- • . 
Valid — i : ng Cpsc^ e ’.• 
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CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
As the final step to validate and refine our 
demographic definition on Yuppies, a t w o - s t : 二 , ： 
^ i m l ^ was performed to classify Yuppies and n o n - Y t ^ S f 
g g r f ng to their responses to the attitude statement in 
^ince the t-test in Part I indicated that Yuppies and 
non-Yuppies chffer in their attitude t o w a r d f s L t u s 
s Z i t ^ P ^ ' t ^ - ^ t w a t i o n and drive, and time conscious? we 
submitted the respondents， answers in Question 1 4 7 13 
16,. 21 22, and 24 and calculated the Square Ei’jc:l;ri二 
々二yeen each pair of score, the Square E u c l i d 
Distance (SED) is calculated as : 
2 2 
SED二 （（M -M ) + (M -M ) 
1x 1y 2 1/2 3x 3y 
+(M -M ) ) 
6x 6y 
where M is the mean square of respondent x on 
nx 
hypothesis n； and 
M is the mean square of respondent y on 
ny 
hypothesis n. 
The SED was calculated between each pai「 of responses 
,二 c l u s ^ r s were formed on the basis that the total 
SED within cluster is the minimum and SED between clusters 
IS the maximum. 
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